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Abstract

Ore grade estimation is one of the most difficult problems when mining offshore 

deposits. In this research, a platinum deposit near Goodnews Bay, South-West 

of Alaska, was estimated with emerging techniques such as conditional 

simulation and support vector machines (SVM). Results of the estimation are 

presented and compared with a traditional estimation technique, such as the 

Inverse Distance Squared method. The area was divided in three clusters, based 

on the K-means method and geographical features. Also, Genetic Algorithm was 

used for appropriate data division. SVM parameters were optimized prior to the 

ore grade calculations. All estimations produced similar results for various cut-off 

grades, being the highest tonnages of platinum between 400 and 200 mg/m3.

Reliability for conditional simulation was measured selecting blocks over 90% of 

probability for each cut-off value. SVM performance was evaluated using the 

Mean Square Error (MSE), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Correlation 

Coefficient Squared (R2). Using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, SVM results 

presented a confidence of 95% in cluster 01, and 99% in clusters 02 and 03.

Support vector machines seem to be an adequate tool for ore grade prediction, 

and it has a potential for its use in more complex geological and mining 

problems.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

.1 The Future of Offshore Mining

The ocean is an important potential source of mineral deposits and is seen 

as a likely place for mining operations in the not so distant future. With the 

depletion of onshore mineral deposits and the ever-increasing population 

in the world, so is the need for new mineral resources. The space 

constraints and rigorous regulations of land-based operations also tend to 

increase operational costs. Added to this, the development of innovative 

underwater technology favors the development of more projects in this 

almost unexplored region of the planet. Shallow water mining is starting to 

show its benefits in terms of low operating costs and minimum impact in 

the seafloor ecological balance.

The future of mining is moving towards a new dimension: offshore 

operations in deep or shallow waters, to mine marine placers, crusts, and 

nodules. Due to the relatively low capital costs involved and the moderate 

environmental impact, even the United Nations recommends Developing 

Nations to consider increasing offshore mining (Marine Mining, Inc., 2006). 

Some of the targets contemplated around the world are manganese 

nodules, polymetallic nodules, gold, tin and platinum placers. In the near 

future, offshore mining may become a common activity.

Platinum is found in diverse onshore deposits around the world, always 

associated with ultramafic rocks. There are some types of platinum 

deposits in particular that have a different nature in their origin. Erosion 

due to water activity in the rivers and for example, glaciations, which are
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highly abundant in the south-west coast of Alaska, favored the creation of 

several sedimentary deposits near the rivers and the coast. These 

resources have been exploited in the last 100 years with the use of 

dredges and the technologies associated with this time frame (Corral 

Creek Corp., 2000).

Nevertheless, a strong hypothesis regarding geological formation of 

deposits suggests existence of more deposits of this type, off-shore from 

Goodnews Bay, Alaska (Alaska Earth Sciences, 2006). The foundation of 

this hypothesis is based on the possible impact of glaciations and the 

presence of paleo-channels, which in millions of years may have 

transported sediments originally from two particular mountains near the 

coast, being later enriched by the high volume of sedimentation processes 

that occurred in this area (Oommen et al., 2005).

Based on this rationale, several low-key exploration efforts were initiated 

by Mertie (1976), Moore & Welkie (1976), Barker & Lamal (1988), and 

Bundtzen & Miller (1996), to verify the presence of platinum ores in the 

area. The objective of the exploration work was to define the mineral 

resources, i.e., the characteristics of the deposit, in terms of extent and 

ore grades, and volume of ore.

1.2 Marine Deposits

The marine deposits at Goodnews Bay, Alaska are a result of erosion, 

fluvial transport, glaciations, and currents and wave actions from the sea, 

which helped to create an unconsolidated concentration of material, rich in 

heavy minerals, on the seafloor. A number of geologic factors and 

transport phenomena have contributed to the deposition and sorting of the 

heavy minerals on the seabed.
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Since the depositional environments have a strong influence on the grade 

and the volume of the mineral resources, it is important to consider these 

influences in the sampling and estimation process. Table 1.1 shows the 

various aspects for an effective estimation of mineral resources.

Table 1.1 Factors for an effective estimation of underwater mineral resources

(After Dominy et al., 2002)

1) Geological data collection (drilling, mapping, geophysics)

2) Sampling and assaying

3) Bulk density determination

4) Geological interpretation and modeling

5) Grade/tonnage estimation

6) Validation

7) Resource confidence classification and reporting

The measurement of a mineral resource is obtained from tonnage, 

densities, physical characteristics, grade and mineral content, estimated 

with a reasonable confidence level, and calculated from grab samples and 

drill holes. The spacing between samples must be adequate for observing 

geological or grade continuity (Dominy et al., 2002).

The confidence for classification of resources and reserves is based on 

qualitative or intuitive levels of precision, adjusted with predicting 

applications of geostatistical tools or conditional simulation studies 

(Dominy et al., 2002). Support vector machines will also have to follow the 

same principles to provide similar levels of confidence.
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1.3 Estimation Methodology

When a potential economically viable deposit is discovered, selected 

resource estimation techniques such as conditional simulation and support 

vector machines are applied using sampling data to calculate the area, the 

grade and the tonnage of ore for different cut-off grades. The estimated 

results must show a statistical level of confidence, using standard 

indicators such as Mean Square Error, Mean Absolute Error and 

Regression Coefficient (R2).

The method chosen must be free of bias, and it must consider the 

geological complexity and the grade distribution in the deposit (Dominy et 

al., 2002). This will determine the interpolation distance, model block size, 

number of samples used, degree of smoothing and dispersion, orebody 

limits and semi-variogram modeling. As an example, inverse distance 

weighting is an unbiased estimation method, but does not necessarily 

minimize the estimation variance (Dominy et al., 2002). In linear 

geostatistics, the resource estimation is obtained from the best answer 

from the linear combination of the weighted data when minimizing the 

error variance of the estimate. In linear Kriging, which estimates the grade 

for each block of the model, it additionally generates a value for the 

estimation variance. However, the method does not use the actual data 

values, relying only in the geostatistical estimation variance computed 

from the sample point geometry and the variogram model. Because of 

this, no absolute error can be applied to the block estimate to provide 

confidence intervals. Nevertheless, it is a relatively effective way for 

estimating block grades in a deposit with some grade continuity (as 

defined by the semi-variogram). For non-linear geostatistical methods 

(indicator Kriging), the minimum-variance properties of linear Kriging are
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not computed and, as with non-geostatistical methods, it is not possible to 

produce an estimation variance.

1.3.1 Simulation

Stochastic simulation is a process of identifying equally probable 

alternatives, high resolution models of the spatial distribution of a variable, 

called ‘realizations’. The simulation is ‘conditional’ if the resulting 

realizations honor data values at their locations (Deutsch & Journel, 

1998). The variable can be ‘categorical’ for rocks and minerals, or 

‘continuous’, for volume concentrations.

1.3.2 Differences between Simulation and Estimation

In estimation, the goal is to make the best possible estimate at the 

locations with no samples. This can be done with Kriging, by minimizing 

the error variance. However, there is no guarantee that the map obtained 

has the same variogram and variance as the original data (while 

smoothing the map, there is no retaining of the dispersion characteristics 

of the original data). Simulation comes up with theoretically an infinite 

number of realizations (or ‘renditions’) of the map, each of which has 

approximately the same variogram and variance of the original data. 

Theoretically, the average of a large number of simulated maps would 

look like the original map if Kriging would have been used. Simulation 

looks to be realistic, while estimation goes for the accuracy (Al-Geostats, 

1997).

Quality in the results relies in the veracity of the assay data and the results 

of the modeling techniques to create geological and grade models with all 

the factors involved in the estimation. The quality of a mineral resource 

estimate depends on the source data and the consistency of geological 

and grade continuities. Both help to understand the grade distributions in
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the deposit. Continuity is scale-sensitive, and provides information about 

possible grade variability and anisotropies.

1.3.3 Local Resource Estimates

The local block grade estimates can be used to obtain grade-tonnage 

relationship in the study area. If the data and the block dimensions are 

adequate, geostatistical techniques may provide a good estimation. Good 

local estimates can be obtained by Kriging blocks of similar size to the drill 

spacing, and grade-tonnage curves that define the ore quantity for 

different cut-off grades.

Conditional simulation can be used to produce simulated sample data to 

report the grade-tonnage curves for each area. The multiple realizations 

provide several grade-tonnage curves, which can be used to define the 

level of uncertainty in the estimated results (Dominy et al., 2002). 

Emerging techniques such as support vector machines can be used to 

predict grades, with the added advantage of versatile function fitting, more 

natural-oriented smoothing and dispersion, and measurable levels of 

confidence.

1.3.4 Selection and Application of the Estimation Method

Selecting an estimation method is fundamental for resource estimation. 

The method must consider the geological and grade continuity issues, 

possible lithological changes and selective mining. Different ranges of 

influence of high-grade sample values may also prevent unrealistic 

dispersion of high grades or low grades in the estimation.

The ore limits are important for defining interpolation distance, irregularity 

and rate of thickness, and grade variation at the boundaries. Key 

considerations during estimation thus should include: effective use of data,
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data clustering, data density, suitability of the estimation technique, 

degree of extrapolation, model mineable block size, number of samples 

used, degree of smoothing and dispersion, effective construction of zone 

of influence/search area or volume, definition of orebody limits, and semi- 

variogram modeling.

Errors produced during grade interpolation are related to the model block 

dimensions relative to the spacing and density of the drill holes and the 

semi-variogram. The appropriate mineable block size is important as large 

blocks with dimensions close to the sample spacing will improve the 

reliability of estimates. Smaller blocks will have increasingly high 

estimation variances.

Conditional simulation is considered a better method than the Kriging 

variance for assessing and reporting the potential error in an estimated 

mineral resource (Snowden, 2001, as in Dominy et al., 2002). Rather than 

simply producing a single set of estimated block grades from Kriging, 

conditional simulation is applied to simulate detailed sets of possible 

sample grades that can be re-blocked into meaningful mining block sizes 

with their corresponding grades. By executing a large number of 

realizations from the same sample data set, it is possible to obtain an 

average block grade, allowing to report uncertainty at any given 

confidence level in the estimate, which is evidently superior to the Kriging 

estimation variance that does not take the actual grade values into 

account. Conditional simulation results do not show over-smoothing since 

the simulated grade values have the same variability and continuity (semi- 

variogram) as that of the conditioning sample data. Volume and variance 

can be corrected by changing the block size. As a result, the grade- 

tonnage curve for smaller blocks will be more reliable. Loss and dilution
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have to be considered when reporting grade-tonnage curves. Conditional 

simulation is becoming a new standard for estimation, along with non

linear geostatistical methods. In comparison with the single grade-tonnage 

curve produced by traditional methods, with conditional simulation results 

it is possible to obtain grade-tonnage curves for a range of cut-off grades.

Support Vector Regression is a regression technique that presents unique 

advantages over traditional methods for resource estimation. The first 

advantage is the optimization in high dimensionality space, which is 

independent from the dimensionality of the input space. This means that 

there is no requirement of too many samples to predict values in unknown 

locations. The system will learn from the characteristics of the existing 

samples (variations of grade values and distance between samples), and 

will reproduce these patterns in a grid with no previous values, making use 

of regression functions built with the help of support vectors. Finding the 

correct parameters for the support vector machines assures results of high 

levels of confidence.

The estimation method must be selected having a good understanding of 

the geology and with a significant number of samples. Advanced 

geostatistical methods require reliable data. Geological interpretations are 

continually evolving components of the resource estimation process 

because new information is continually becoming available as exploration, 

evaluation and exploitation proceeds. If the resource estimation is based 

in samples obtained following the standard procedures and this data will 

provide sound statistical and geological information, then it has a better 

chance of being reliable.
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1.3.5 Confidence Levels

Grades can be estimated with simple weighted averages, geostatistical 

block modeling methods, conditional simulation or other prediction 

techniques. It should be possible to determine the level of confidence of 

the results using standard statistical tools.

1.4 Scope of this Research

From the preceding discussions, it may be clear that resource estimation 

involves calculations with a knowledge of the geological features of the 

deposits. Specially designed computational tools are available to quantify 

and report resource estimates with higher confidence levels. The main 

source of error during the estimation of resources is the grade from the 

samples. It is important to get an adequate sample density and distribution 

to obtain reliable results.

The goal of this thesis is to estimate the platinum grades in Goodnews bay 

and offshore regions using conditional simulation and emerging 

techniques such as support vector machines. Comparative results will be 

provided using the field data.
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Chapter 2 Marine Deposits

2.1 Mineral Resources on the Seafloor

The ocean is a vast source of natural resources. It harbors a great variety 

of biological species, interacts with the continents modifying the 

shorelines, and actively participates in sustaining life and maintaining the 

ecological balance of the Earth. At the same time, the intense underwater 

volcanic activity occurring at the seafloor is a major contributor to the 

creation of rich mineral deposits, such as nodules, crusts, and other types 

of formations.

Recent interests in the exploitation of minerals from the seafloor comes 

from the current critical limit to growth between the global population, 

demand of raw materials, land availability for new mining projects and the 

existing mineral reserves. With depleting reserves of minerals, there is a 

need for discovering new resources. The ocean is a potential source for 

new mineral resources, being the most relevant from the mining 

perspective: construction aggregates and industrial materials, placers 

containing precious metals, and metallic minerals in beach sands, all of 

them found on the coast and nearshore shelf. The idea of mining these 

resources is beginning to gain strength in the industry, supported by the 

development of the technology that can be used to exploit it. However, 

there is still a difference between the exploration/production initiatives, and 

the legal aspects of how to determine the rights of offshore orebodies 

adequately. In the particular case of shallow-water mining in the United 

States, if these deposits are found relatively close to the coast, in areas 

near the boundary between state and federal waters, the adequate
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definition of property rights, environmental regulations and operational 

costs are issues that have to be considered.

For this thesis, the resources of interest are in marine placers, recognized 

as unconsolidated deposits of heavy minerals, which are generally close 

to the shore, associated with drowned river valleys, sands and gravels. A 

detailed study of the seafloor with searching techniques, such as 

geophysics and bathymetry, is helping to understand the rocks that 

compose the deposits, the geochemistry involved in the enrichment of 

grades, and the sedimentation due to the mechanical process of 

transportation of particles. Also, each deposit represents a different 

challenge for the development of the extraction process, which contributes 

to improving the existing technology and make operations even more 

economical.

2.2 Placer Deposits

As stated in the previous section, placers are accumulations of 

unconsolidated material, mostly as grains of different sizes, formed by 

sedimentation processes, due to weathering of and erosion from the 

source rock. The enrichment of placers occurs when the cycle repeats 

several times in the same place, which favors the trapping and 

concentration of minerals with the highest specific gravity. The orebodies 

formed are usually large in size, but low in grades. Marine placers are 

found in the seafloor, at a distance from the shallow coastal waters, 

formed by stream sedimentation and deposition, and later enriched, 

modified and reworked by waves and currents.

Finding potential marine placers is relatively easy compared to below 

ground mineral deposits, using traditional techniques such as core drilling
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and grab sampling from the seafloor. The distribution of marine placers 

and the determination of their exploitability depends on other several 

regional and local factors, such as drift rates and directions of marine 

currents, energy of the waves, and tides.

2.2.1 Deposits in Alaska

Marine placers have become a common source of heavy minerals and 

diamonds. Many of these placers are still being mined. In the U.S., heavy 

metals found in off-shore and beach placers are gold, chromium, tin, 

titanium, and platinum, which is the subject of the present study.

Gold and platinum are commonly found in beaches and areas near the 

shores of Alaska and other parts of the continent, as well as Russia and 

the Phillipines. Several dredges worked for years in the vicinity of 

Goodnews Bay, near the town called Platinum, indicating that there is a 

potential abundance of platinum in the offshore area. Due to the high 

market prices for these metals, there is increasing interest in opening 

more operations. Also in the South-West coast, there is evidence of 

mineral deposits abundant in platinum and other metals, found in the 

bottom of the ocean between the State and Federal waters.

2.3 Characteristics of Platinum

Platinum is considered a transition metal, mainly due to its high density; in 

its pure state it is approximately 21.45 g/cm3. Its appearance is grayish 

white, which sometimes makes it look like silver.

Another important characteristic of platinum and its family of transition 

metals, namely ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, osmium and iridium, is 

their strong interatomic bonds, which determine the crystalline structure
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and physical properties, such as being malleable, ductile, resistant to 

corrosion, elevated melting and boiling points, stable electrical properties, 

inoxidizable at any temperature, and insoluble in hydrochloric or nitric 

acid. Because of this, platinum is used in many industrial applications: fine 

jewelry, laboratory equipment, dentistry, and autocatalysts (Fig. 2.1). 

There is always a short supply of platinum. The U.S. consumes more than 

30% of all the platinum produced in the world per year.

Fig. 2.1 Platinum demand by application (2005)
Source: http://www.platinum.matthey.com/market_data/1132069777.html

Platinum is often found with small quantities of other platinum family 

metals in on-shore deposits in Colombia and the Ural Mountains, in 

Ontario (Canada) and in Alaska. In the rest of the world, the most 

important contributors are Russia and South Africa (Fig. 2.2)

http://www.platinum.matthey.com/market_data/1132069777.html


Fig. 2.2 Platinum supply by region (2005)
Source: http://www.platinum.matthey.eom/market_data/1132069777.html

http://www.platinum.matthey.eom/market_data/1132069777.html
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Chapter 3 Goodnews Bay, Alaska

3.1 General Description and Location

Goodnews Bay is located on the West Coast of Alaska, facing the Bering 

Sea, 440 miles west-southwest of Anchorage, at the south of the Yupik 

Eskimo village of Platinum (Fig. 3.1). Primary transportation to this 

location is by air or by sea.

Fig. 3.1 Location of Goodnews Bay
(Fisher, 1990)

For the past several decades, placer platinum has been mined in the 

Goodnews Bay area. Other minerals that have been exploited in this area 

include osmium and iridium. The geologists who have studied the area 

agree that the primary source of the platinum recovered from the 

Goodnews Bay placers is Red Mountain, to the west of the Salmon River. 

Although some significant exploration is in progress to discover economic
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lode platinum mineralization in the ultramafic host rocks and underlying 

the Red Mountain, other exploration objectives include gold, chromite and 

other metallics (Calista Corp., 2003).

Since the 1920s, when mining operations started in the area, extensive 

geological, geophysical and geochemical studies were conducted, as well 

as grab samples and drill core samples were collected to define the 

offshore areas with mining potential. Even though delineation of tonnage 

reserves was not previously achieved, the historical records of the 

production of platinum in Goodnews bay onshore indicate that about

600,000 troy ounces of metal concentrate were obtained from on-shore 

placer deposits during the following decade, in the Salmon river valley and 

later in the streams coming from Red Mountain (Freeman, 2002). At the 

present time, although there is evidence of platinum in gravels and tailings 

in the area, as well as in the lower Salmon River Valley (Calista Corp., 

2003), samples taken at the seafloor offshore of Goodnews Bay indicate 

that there is a possibility of an offshore deposit with attractive platinum 

grades. Recent studies of the seafloor (Morelock & Ramirez, 2005) reveal 

that the area has in fact an enormous potential for new marine placer 

deposits, and confirm the theories about the formation of these deposits 

due to various complex geological processes.

3.2 Geology and Mineralogy

The study area lies in a region of subdued terrain, with landforms related 

to late Pleistocene glaciations. Cretaceous granitic rocks resulting from 

earlier magmatic activity and exposed ultramafic rocks in Red Mountain 

resulted in the oxidation of iron-rich minerals. These events favored the 

formation of enriched deposits that in modern times became the targets 

for onshore mining activity in the district (Fig. 3.2). Anomalies with
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platinum content were observed on surface exploration, coincident with 

geophysical surveys that show high magnetic readings and low resistivity 

under the surface (Calista Corp., 2003).

Fig. 3.2 The Goodnews Bay mining district
(Calista Corp., 2003)

The ultramafic rocks found in the Goodnews Bay area that bear platinum 

and possibly other precious metals (Fig. 3.3), contain high levels of iron 

and magnesium. Other rocks present, which helped in geological control 

are the dunite and the peridotite, rich in olivine and clinopyroxene. 

Concentrations of platinum are likely to be found in mineral that contains 

sulfur, in magnetite, and in chromite. (Corral Creek Corp., 2000)
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Fig. 3.3 Generalized map of the Goodnews Bay project area
(Corral Creek Corp., 2000)

The offshore area from Red Mountain is believed to have undergone a 

complex history of sea level transgression and regression cycles that have 

periodically inundated an extensive low-relief coastal plain extending at 

least tens of kilometers to the west. According to Oommen et al. (2005), 

the most relevant geologic features identified are: paleochannels, drowned 

ultramafic rocks, submerged strandlines, and some major glaciation 

cycles, which may have contributed to the enrichment of the ore deposits 

with heavy minerals. An illustration of these events is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Offshore Exploration

Onshore and offshore reconnaissance level studies with some drilling 

were made from 1969 onward, such as drilling made by Inlet Oil in the 

early 1970s, and marine sediment studies made subsequently by Moore 

(Conwell, 1976), as well as sampling and magnetometer work made by
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Bond (1982) and Ulrich (1984), contributing to establish a baseline. This 

eventually led to more consistent studies conducted during the 1980s by 

the Bureau of Mines in order to define the existence of platinum-group 

metals (PGM) on the seafloor offshore of Goodnews bay area. USBM 

study involved approximately 100km along the shoreline, and beyond 6km 

from the coast. Exploration targets covered by Barker & Lamal (1988) 

included recently formed placers, modern beaches, and ancient marine 

and drowned fluvial deposits, which may have contributed to the formation 

of the ancient placers.

Clara Creek Glaciation 
Unaluk Glaciation 
Paleochannels 
Drowned ultramafic 
Submerged strandlines

Fig. 3.4 Geological events in Goodnews Bay
(After Oommen et al., 2005)
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Barker & Lamal (1988) concluded that even when there were no deposits 

defined at the time of his exploration project, the area has a potential for 

platinum deposits, directly associated with the land-based ultramafic 

complex. The geological features identified and the presence of littoral 

processes contributed to forming mineral concentrations suitable for 

mining, with the masking of ancient deposits by new sediment depositions. 

Magnetometric data obtained by Barker & Lamal (1988), suggest that the 

ultramafic bedrock can be found on the seafloor consistent with onshore 

formations, and that there is still an open study area to the west of 

Goodnews Bay. They recommended further analysis of the features such 

as recent placers, ancient pre-transgression deposits and drowned fluvial 

channels and strands for platinum occurrences.

3.3.1 Historical Data

The data from Goodnews Bay area collected through several exploration 

programs since the early 1980s consists of a total of 470 samples (Fig. 

3.5) inside the area of interest of about 4000 square kilometers (100 km 

long x 40 km wide), following ultramafic intrusives that might have eroded 

and became the source of placer platinum. Table 3.1 shows the samples 

grouped by organization. Most of the WestGold and part of Inlet Oil data 

consists of drill core samples, analyzed for platinum, whereas the rest of 

the data are grab samples, and they are unevenly spread in space. Core 

drills are no deeper than 3 meters in most of the cases, and in order to 

make the results compatible with the grab samples, all of the samples are 

composited for 1m thick blocks, that also correspond to the practical 

exploitation thickness for a feasible mining operation. UAF/MMS samples 

were collected as vibracore (core drill) and pipe dredge (grab), and they 

have also been composited for 1m deep, in concordance with the previous 

samples. Grades range from 0 to 1600 mg/m3.
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Fig. 3.5 Sample distribution in Goodnews Bay, by organization

Table 3.1 Samples in Goodnews Bay

Organization Type Quantity

Inlet Oil Corp. Drill Core 42

Grab Sample 274

U.S. Geological Survey Grab sample 25

U.S. Bureau of Mines Grab Sample 54

WestGold Mining Corp. Drill Core 26

Grab Sample 1

UAF/MMS Vibracore (Drill Core) 26

Pipe Dredge (Grab) 23
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3.3.2 Summer Cruise 2005

A review of the existing offshore data revealed that there were insufficient 

samples to the West of Goodnews Bay for an adequate study of the area. 

From Barker & Lamal (1988), it is clear that no samples were collected 

beyond the state waters, which represents approximately 8km (-3-4 miles) 

of distance from the coast. Barker & Lamal’s recommendations for 

extending the exploration westward can only be achieved with additional 

sampling of this zone.

The ‘Summer Cruise 2005’, funded by MMS, was conducted to obtain 

grab samples and core drillings from the seafloor, and to conduct a 

detailed geophysical survey. The goal was to obtain relevant data to 

populate a GIS database under construction with all the existing data, to 

identify possible anomalies on the seafloor that may give indications of ore 

deposits, and to increase the number of samples for the ore reserve 

estimation techniques. A total of 26 vibracore (core drilling) samples and 

23 pipe dredge (grab) samples were obtained, as well as Bubble Pulse, 

Geopulse and SideScan readings from the survey track lines.

The strategy designed for the investigations to be conducted during the 

Summer Cruise 2005 had two stages, one in the field and the other in the 

laboratory. The field operations consisted of seismic survey and collection 

of grab samples and sediment cores. Fig. 3.6 shows the cruise track of the 

R/V Erin Lynn from Bethel, the port of departure of the study area. The 

field investigation was focused in an area ~240km2 offshore of Goodnews 

Bay. The decision to conduct the investigation in this area corresponds to 

the objective of looking for anomalies that would have been related to the 

submerged strandlines located underneath that area. The study consisted
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first of conducting a geophysical survey, to record remotely the nature of 

the subsurface lithology.

Fig. 3.6 Cruise track of the vessel R/V Erin Lynn
(Oommen et a l., 2005)
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The three geophysical methods used for the survey were: the marine 

magnetometer, for measuring the frequency variation of the ambient 

magnetic field (Fig. 3.7a), the SideScan sonar system (Fig. 3.7b), and the 

bubble pulse method (Fig. 3.7c), that uses the seismic reflection 

technique, preferred for obtaining high quality reflection data at shallow 

deposits, with low frequency signals (350-800 Hz). The generated signals 

are capable of penetration in coarse grained compacted sediments more 

efficiently than other conventional methods, providing information on the 

thickness of the deposits, which is later confirmed by direct sampling. The 

transmitted acoustic signals are processed and displayed on a graphic 

recorder and stored in digital format for post-processing (Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.7 Geophysical instrumentation
(a) SeaSPY marine magnetometer (b) GeoAcoustic Sidescan system (c) Datasonic Bubble Pulser

(Oommen et al., 2005)
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Fig. 3.8 Digital and thermal graphic recorder
(Oommen et al., 2005)

Subsequently, sediment core samples from 0.5m up to 3m and grab 

samples were collected along the track defined for the seismic survey 

transects. Another intention of the core sampling is to obtain ground truth 

to interpret the subsurface seismic record. The purpose of the grab 

sampling, besides detecting any presence of platinum on the seafloor, is 

to check the suitability of the bottom substrate for vibracoring (i.e., to 

ensure that the area for vibracoring was devoid of rock outcrop). The core 

samples were collected with a vibracorer (Fig. 3.9), and the grab samples 

were collected with the pipe dredge method (Fig. 3.10). The vibracore 

samples were shipped intact encased in metal barrels to the Fairbanks 

laboratory for lithostratigraphic analysis. See Appendix A for the complete 

list of samples.
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Fig. 3.9 Samples collected with vibracore drilling
(a) Deploying the corer (b) Laying the corer on the deck after drilling 

(Oommen et al., 2005)

Fig. 3.10 Pipe dredge being deployed for seafloor sample collection
(Oommen et al., 2005)
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3.3.3 Sample Processing

The samples collected during the Summer Cruise 2005 were treated 

according to standard lab procedures and to comply with requirements 

and recommendations from Rittenhouse (1943) for analysis of heavy 

minerals. The procedure is illustrated in the flowchart shown in Fig. 3.11. 

Each core was first sliced into equal halves using a circular saw. One half 

of each core was archived and the granulometric analysis was conducted 

on the other half. Grain size analysis was conducted at the Mineral 

Industry Research Laboratory (MIRL) at the University of Alaska 

Fairbanks, by the sieving method (Folk, 1968) on sediments, generally 

from 5cm continuous sections if the core was homogeneous. When the 

stratigraphy was inhomogeneous, stratigraphic sequences of varying 

composition were sampled and analyzed at appropriate intervals. Water 

was added to a representative sample from the section, and the slurry was 

blended to disaggregate the particles. The slurry was then wet sieved on a 

230-mesh sieve. The +230-mesh fraction, which represented the coarse 

(sand+gravel) fraction was transferred to a tray and then oven dried. The - 

230-mesh fraction containing silt and clay was sent to an external lab to 

complete the analysis, with the fire assay and heavy liquid separation 

methods. The resulting grades were incorporated into the general 

database, and used in the resource estimation calculations.

It was expected from the Summer Cruise that the collected data would 

contribute to clarify the existence of geological features on the seafloor 

such as shapes presenting high density concentrations, providing 

indications of potential mineral deposits.
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Fig. 3.11 Flowchart of sample handling for Summer Cruise 2005
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Chapter 4 Clustering of the Field Data

4.1 Distance-based and Conceptual-based Clustering

Clustering is the process of partitioning the set of samples into sub-sets, 

or clusters, which are collected by a common property. If this property is 

the geometrical distance between them, it is called Distance-based 

Clustering. This helps to understand the natural structure of grouping that 

the samples may have, and how they match as close as possible with the 

geographical distribution.

Thus, the distance measured between data points becomes an important 

component of any clustering algorithm. If the components of the data are 

measurable by the same physical units, then it is possible that measuring 

of the Euclidean distance is enough to successfully group objects. 

However, the Euclidean distance can sometimes be misleading 

(Matteucci, 2003).

A similar problem may occur with the mathematical aspect of the problem. 

The distances between different components will be combined by an 

equation to produce a unique distance. The results, however, may not be 

always the same. Consequently, every calculation may produce different 

clusterings (after Matteucci, 2003).

When objects can be grouped by a common descriptive concept, and not 

necessarily by the distance criterion, it is called Conceptual-based 

Clustering.

Even when the goal of clustering is to conveniently group the samples 

through common properties, there is no absolute ‘best’ criterion to obtain
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the ideal clustering. Consequently, the criterion is reinforced with a 

practical rationale in such a way that the result meets the needs of the 

clustering.

The quality of a good clustering will depend on the robustness of the 

algorithm selected, and on the similarity of the clusters produced. An 

adequate clustering algorithm should satisfy at least the requirements of 

scalability and dealing with different types of attributes. It is expected, 

however, that there will be some limitations in clustering, such as a loss of 

effectiveness in multi-dimensional spaces and with a large number of data 

items or when the distances are not clearly defined. Few clusters may not 

split the data adequately, and too many clusters tend to overlap. Also, the 

result of the clustering algorithm is in many cases arbitrary, so that it can 

be interpreted in many ways (after Matteucci, 2003).

4.2 Clustering Algorithms

To achieve the classification that matches the goals of ore reserve 

estimation, an adequate clustering algorithm must be chosen. From all the 

types of clustering, two clustering techniques may be suitable for ore 

reserve estimation:

• Exclusive Clustering (K-means)

• Overlapping Clustering (Fuzzy C-means)

In Exclusive Clustering, data are grouped in an exclusive way, so that if a 

certain datum belongs to a definite cluster then it could not be included in 

another cluster (Matteucci, 2003).
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The Overlapping Clustering uses fuzzy sets to cluster data, so that each 

point may be associated to two or more clusters with a different degree of 

membership.

4.2.1 K-means Clustering

In this algorithm, the means of the clusters are used to classify the 

element. Each element must belong to the cluster with the closest mean. 

The distance to the mean considers geographical coordinates and time 

window centers.

Initially K clusters are selected, and their means are calculated. Then, 

each element is reassigned to the cluster with the closest mean. The goal 

is to minimize the measurements (also known as ‘metrics’) relative to the 

centroids of the clusters, such as maximum distance, sum of the average 

distance to the centroids, sum of the variance, or total distances between 

objects and centroids. New centroids are determined, and with the new 

clusters, the means are recalculated and the elements are reassigned with 

the same criterion, using a global optimization method.

The metric to minimize and the selection of a distance measure will 

determine the shape of the optimum clusters.

4.2.2 Fuzzy C-means Clustering

This is the fuzzy version of the K-means clustering algorithm. This type of 

clustering employs a fuzzy partitioning such that an object can belong to 

all groups with different membership grades between 0 and 1.

The goal of the Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm is to iterate until 

finding the cluster centroids to minimize a dissimilarity function.
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4.3 The Number of Clusters

There are no accepted methods for determining the number of population 

clusters for any type of cluster analysis. Some specifics have been 

proposed by Tibshirani et al. (2001), and Salvador & Chan (2004).

If the goal of clustering is to split the spatial data without trying to define 

real clusters (also called ‘dissection’), a useful practice is observing the 

values of R2 for each variable involved, in particular comparing R2 against 

the number of clusters (after SAS, 2005).

It is always a good idea to look at the data graphically, and verify that the 

clusters obtained have some consistency with the particular needs of the 

problem.

4.4 Selection of Clusters in Goodnews Bay Data

The whole set of data for the Goodnews Bay project consists of 470 

samples, collected in an area of approximately 100 km long x 40 km wide 

(Fig. 4.1). As can be seen, the sample locations are widely spaced, low 

drill-hole and grab sample density, and the number of the samples is few 

and sparse. However, by visual examination, there are two important 

features that seem to create areas where the samples tend to form 

groups, one is the bay, and the other is the coast in front of the barrier 

island, in the far north. It seems more logical to split the area into 

‘clusters,’ which allows the data to be grouped according to a spatial 

correlation, and then estimate the reserves independently for each one of 

them.
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Fig. 4.1 Sample location in the study area

The main cluster, numbered 01, corresponds to the central area of study. 

Cluster 02 is the interior of the bay, and cluster 03 is the area 

corresponding to the barrier island. This also is an advantage to divide the 

study area in sectors that may correspond to feasible mining blocks. 

These clusters are also consistent with the deposit formation hypotheses, 

and can be used for ore reserve estimation.

The criteria used to select the clusters is based on the final visualization of 

the clusters in their geographic location is shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3.



(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4.2 Selection of clusters for Goodnews Bay

(a) Geological events (b) Possible clusters (c) Chosen number of clusters (d) Supporting grids

co



Fig. 4.3 Geographical distribution of selected clusters
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Chapter 5 Resource Estimation using Conditional Simulation

5.1 Overview of Simulation

The purpose of the present study is to determine the physical 

characteristics of the platinum placers at Goodnews Bay, Alaska, in order 

to conduct a pre-feasibility study of the deposit. Therefore, the main 

objective is to obtain the tonnage and grades for offshore platinum as 

accurately as possible. There are several estimation techniques currently 

available. They do not, however, provide an adequate smoothing of the 

grade variation. Thus, they are not able to provide confidence levels 

necessary for a mining operation.

In estimation of ore reserves using a traditional technique, such as 

Kriging, the goal is to provide the ‘best’ estimate for a mining block. In 

order to achieve this, Kriging reduces the estimation variance to a 

minimum for all possible linear weighted averaging schemes. This seems 

adequate with samples in the vicinity.

However, Kriging presents a limitation in variability. In order to achieve the 

minimum variance, block values need to be smoothed. This is a 

consequence of the ‘information effect’ (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978, as 

in Vann et al., 2002) and implies that the estimated block values have a 

lower variance than the ‘true block’ values. Such smoothing is necessary 

to minimize conditional bias. However, the smoothness thus obtained 

becomes unrealistic when the block size is reduced.

The application of conditional simulation in estimation of platinum deposits 

has been successfully demonstrated (Shi et al, 2000). It has also been
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applied in reducing grade uncertainty and risk effects in low-grade, 

epithermal, quartz-breccia type gold deposits. Dimitrakopoulos et al. 

(2002), outlined a quantitative approach for defining the uncertainty of 

grade, tonnage and geology by making two implementations of conditional 

simulation: generalized sequential Gaussian simulation and direct block 

simulation. Extended works with other types of simulations, like direct 

sequential indicator (Caers, 2000), prove that the approach is adequate 

for ore reserve estimation. By the principles of conditional simulation, 

several equiprobable scenarios (or ‘realizations’) are generated using 

random numbers, consistent with the values of existing samples. Different 

simulation techniques are available, each one with a particular approach. 

Some of the commonly used simulation techniques, such as Turning 

Bands and Sequential Gaussian Simulation, are presented below.

5.2 Geostatistical Simulations

Simulation performed with geostatistical simulation models consists of the 

generation of a set of renderings (or ‘realizations’), as opposed to a ‘best 

estimate’.

Starting from the histogram and a variogram of the raw data grades, 

conditional simulation produces a number of realizations of possible grade 

values, without affecting the original known grades. The simulation using 

the Turning Bands method is sometimes considered in the literature as 

unconditional; however, the conditioning is done in the aftermath. In the 

Sequential Gaussian method, the conditioning is incorporated in the 

model.
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The realizations generated during the simulation are different from each 

other due to the random nature of the simulation itself. Uncertainty exists 

in any point of the space where the original raw data is, and is represented 

in each scenario where the realization occurs. At this stage, there is still 

no estimation. In turn, what is obtained is a representation of the variance 

of the original grades in two ways: univariate following the histogram 

distribution, or spatial, using the variogram. The purpose of the 

simulations is to analyze variability and conduct a risk analysis, with still 

each one of them preserving the attributes of the original histogram and 

variogram. This is a clear advantage over the traditional estimating 

methods, where, as in the case of Point Kriging, the original grades are 

kept unaltered, but due to the smoothing that is generally applied, the 

variability between points is not properly represented.

Simulations for a set of data can be executed indefinitely. The resulting 

images have the same probability of preserving the attributes of the 

original histogram and variogram. All of them are randomly generated 

from a particular spatial distribution. However, even when the purpose is 

to generate an equiprobable image of the grade variation, each individual 

realization does not necessarily follow the actual grade distribution (this is 

more evident when the mineral deposit presents some anisotropy). It is 

reasonable to have images with areas showing higher grades than others. 

Also, when comparing each realization individually against Kriging, there 

is almost no reliable estimate. This is the reason why the simulation is not 

the estimation at this stage. The difference comes when a number of 

these simulations are averaged over the same block volume, and that is 

equivalent to a Kriging estimation.
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In order to determine how many realizations are convenient for a specified 

simulation, the validation of the model should be done in terms of 

probability values (Vann et al, 2002).

Table 5.1 shows the variables that can be considered for simulation:

Table 5.1 Variables for simulation methods

(Vann et al., 2002)

Type of variable Examples

1. Continuous variables (physical properties) Mineral grade, layer thickness.

2. Categorical variables Lithofacies, geological units, grade envelopes.

3. Objects defined by location, shape and orientation. Sedimentary channels, mineral grains.

Methods for geostatistical simulations can be Pixel-based or Object- 

based. Pixel-based are more adequate for risk-related mining problems, 

due to the possibility of defining coordinate-referred areas into where an 

array of points, or picture elements, can be calculated for each image 

realized. From all the Pixel-based methods, the only method used is the 

Gaussian-based, which relies on Gaussian random functions and takes 

into consideration a ‘diffusion effect’ that represents grade variations in ore 

deposits. Two main Gaussian-based methods, Turning Bands and 

Sequential Gaussian Simulation, can be applied in ore resen/e estimation. 

The flowchart in Fig. 5.1 shows the diverse simulation methods. The 

application of the simulation methods was achieved using the 

geostatistical software ISATIS, which is a registered trademark of 

Geovariances (France). Menus, screens and output examples produced 

by ISATIS are presented in Appendix B.
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5.3 Gaussian Transformation

This is a requisite for any Gaussian-based method. The original data 

needs to be transformed to have a Gaussian distribution. Anamorphosis is 

a technique for transforming the data in a way that the new distribution is 

Normal, this is mean = 0 and variance = 1. After the simulation is 

executed, Gaussian distributions are back-transformed to the raw space.

Fig. 5.1 Simulation methods
(after Vann et al, 2002)

5.4 Turning Bands Simulation

The Turning Bands method consists of simulating one-dimensional 

processes on lines regularly spaced in a three dimension environment.
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The one-dimensional simulations are projected and then averaged to 

produce a simulated value in a 3D space. According to Vann et al. (2002), 

the variogram is particularly well replicated, and unconditional simulations 

are generated efficiently. Once the simulations are executed, there is a 

separate Kriging step for applying the conditioning, as shown in Table 5.2:

Table 5.2 Application of conditioning for the Turning Bands method

(after Vann e ta l., 2002)

1. Unconditional simulations are generated at all target points and with all sample 

values (Zs(x))

2. Kriging is applied to all sample points using real data (Z«(x))

3. Kriging is applied to simulated values at all points (ZKs(x))

4. Resulting values are combined using ZCs(x) = ZK(x) + [Zs(x) -  ZKs(x)]

The main characteristic of the Turning Bands simulation is that it 

reproduces the variogram better than other methods for small simulated 

fields, such as grade control applications (Van et al., 2002). However, 

there is a limitation presented during the execution of the simulation: in 

3D, the maximum number of lines regularly distributed in space is limited 

and the simulations sometimes show unrealistic ‘banding’ effects. This can 

be effectively eliminated if as many bands as possible (approx. 3 to 400) 

are used. Turning Bands is considerably slower compared to sequential 

methods.

5.5 Sequential Gaussian Simulation

This is the simulation method with more acceptance for solving mining 

problems (Vann et al., 2002). The algorithm defines a random path 

through all the nodes in a grid, including the original sample values and 

their coordinates. A local distribution of the nodes can be achieved with a
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preliminary Kriging run. Then a new value can be drawn from this 

distribution and is added to the nodes in the random path. The simulation 

process goes on for each node in the path. Table 5.3 shows the steps for 

executing the algorithm:

Table 5.3 Algorithm for Sequential Gaussian simulation

(Vann et al., 2002)

1. Define a random path through all grid nodes

2. To simulate the first grid node given the n conditioning data (taken out of a 

neighborhood centered on the target node), estimate its value by simple Kriging 

- y r .  Then select a Gaussian residual Ri that is independent of y1* and 

calculate y1 = y1* + oSkR i (which is the local conditional expectation in the 

multiGaussian model).

3. Add the new value yi to the conditioning data set.

4. Draw a value y2 from the conditioning distribution of the random variable Y2 at 

the second grid node given the (n+1) conditioning data: again a simple Kriging 

is required.

5. Repeat until all nodes are simulated.

Sequential Gaussian Simulation has, however, some limitations: as for all 

Gaussian methods, the size of the field being simulated must be much 

larger than the range of the variograms (this also applies for the Turning 

Bands method). Also, the biggest problem is the search neighborhood 

selection. If small neighborhoods are selected, the replication of the 

variogram may not be reliable, thus obtaining an unsatisfactory 

conditioning.

5.6 Risk Analysis

In general simulation consists in the representation of grade distribution in 

images of equal probability. Fig. 5.2 shows the results of the different 

simulation approaches, in comparison with traditional Kriging, for a
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random Gaussian function. Starting from top left: (a) results of a non

conditional simulation; (b) top right, a set of 100 conditional data points, 

which the values that will be honored during the conditional simulation; (c) 

bottom left, the linear regression (simple Kriging) of the data; and (d) 

bottom right, the resulting conditional simulation. The more realizations 

are generated, the more elements are available for analyzing and 

measuring the spatial uncertainty. Less uncertainty impacts directly in the 

financial risk of a mining project.

Fig. 5.2 Simulation outputs compared with Kriging
(a) non-conditional simulation (b) set of 100 data points (c) linear regression (d) conditional simulation

(Lantuejoul, 2002)

It is expected that simulations will be able to create empirical confidence 

intervals dependent on the values, as opposed to Kriging, which in general
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does not allow the creation of a confidence interval. So in case there is a 

skewed distribution with high values, the confidence intervals will reflect 

the level of risk involved. With this empirical approach, it is possible to 

evaluate the value of any variable for a certain probability interval.

5.7 Resource Estimation of the Goodnews Bay Platinum Placers

Using drillhole data and grab samples available from exploration projects 

by WestGold, U.S.G.S., U.S.B.M., the University of Wisconsin and the 

data collected by UAF/MMS during the Summer Cruise 2005, which in 

total consists of 470 samples, a resource estimation was conducted for 

the deposit using conditional simulation. The focus is to provide grade- 

tonnage curves, and comparing them with other estimations, and to 

examine the potential of these tools.

A well-accepted geostatistical software package, ISATIS, was used for the 

present analysis. The main strength of this software is its capacity for 

modeling spatial data, through the application of diverse estimation 

techniques, and representing phenomena at locations where no data is 

available (Geovariances, 2005).

One constraint in the analysis is the limited number of data samples, 

which also restricts the volume and definition of the resource that can be 

calculated with confidence. However, the results obtained will give a clear 

representation of the deposit under the given constraints.

5.7.1 Data Analysis

The objective of the analysis is to predict values for the locations where 

there are no samples inside the study area, with an estimation method 

that will provide ore reserve (volume and grade) with an acceptable level
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of confidence. Frequently this has been done using diverse interpolation 

methods, including Kriging, which have proved to have a limited capacity 

of providing reliable estimates. The method proposed for this estimation is 

conditional simulation, and it is expected that the method may provide a 

grade distribution with a reduced level of uncertainty.

Considering that most of the samples were taken from the seafloor 

surface, and that in the case of the drill-holes only the first meter of depth 

were included in the analysis, the model for estimation can be viewed as a 

2-dimensional deposit (Fig. 5.3). This means that no vertical variation will 

be incorporated to the reserve estimation.

5.7.2 Goodnews Bay Data Characteristics

In the following analysis, the three clusters identified in chapter 4 were 

considered. The raw statistics of the variable storing the platinum grades 

calculated for the 3 clusters (univariate) are shown in Table 5.4. The 25% 

quantiles are shown in Table 5.5.

A first overview of the data indicates a higher standard deviation and 

variance in cluster 02, whereas the coefficient of variation is the lowest for 

clusters 02 and 03.

An examination of the statistical values of platinum through the frequency 

histograms (Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6) provides important information about 

the grade distribution in each cluster. The goal is to have a better 

understanding of the general characteristics of the platinum values. In this 

particular case, it can be observed that the platinum values in the three 

clusters are not normally distributed.



Fig. 5.3 Basemap and grade distribution

<j>



Table 5.4 Basic statistics for platinum

Clustei Count Min Max Mean St<l. Dev Vai hnce
Vai iat. 
Coef Skewness Kuitosis

Geometr ic 
Mean

Hai monic 
Mean

01 325 0 910.000 135.615 183.822 33790.556 1.355 1.610 5.281 N/A N/A
02 71 0.002 1600.000 357.887 332.226 110374.386 0.928 1.449 5.121 200.703 0.164
03 74 20.000 1080.000 284.189 229.730 52775.694 0.808 1.126 3.972 191.020 112.493

470

Table 5.5 25% Quantiles

Cluster Minimum 025 050 075 Maximum
01 0 0.808 30 230 910
02 0.002 100 290 540 1600
03 20 100 230 380 1080

~n|
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5.7.3 Variographic Analysis

Experimental variograms were computed by using the best possible lags 

and tolerances to produce a smooth variogram. An omnidirectional 

variogram model was then fitted into the experimental variogram. 

Experimental variograms and variogram models for each cluster are 

shown in Figs. 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9.

5.7.4 Gaussian Point Anamorphosis

The simulation techniques that were applied generated realizations with a 

Gaussian distribution. The grade variable needs to be transformed to a 

Normal. Therefore, it is necessary to perform the simulation in the 

Gaussian space, i.e. transform the grades into a normal variable and 

apply at the end a back transformation using the anamorphosis function.

In order to obtain the grades for the 500m x 500m mining blocks, it is first 

necessary to discretize the blocks by averaging point grades. This is 

achieved applying anamorphosis on the sample (point) support. The 

transformed samples are shown in Figs. 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12, and are 

labeled as ‘Pt Gauss’ for the simulations, with a mean of 0 and a standard 

deviation of 1.

The variographic analysis of the transformed grades also shows better 

structures (i.e. less anomalies), and preserves features of the original data 

such as the main directions of continuity, if there is any (Figs. 5.13, 5.14 

and 5.15). The variogram models are used in the simulation process, 

since it is needed a search radius for the calculations.

This procedure also applies for Sequential Gaussian Simulation, 

described in the following chapter.
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Fig. 5.4 Frequency histograms for platinum -  Cluster 01
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Fig. 5.5 Frequency histograms for platinum -  Cluster 02
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Fig. 5.6 Frequency histograms for platinum -  Cluster 03
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Fig. 5.7 Experimental variogram and model for raw data -  Cluster 01
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Fig. 5.8 Experimental variogram and model for raw data -  Cluster 02
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Fig. 5.9 Experimental variogram and model for raw data -  Cluster 03
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Fig. 5.10 Normalized Frequency Histogram -  Cluster 01
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Fig. 5.11 Normalized frequency histogram -  Cluster 02
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Fig. 5.12 Normalized frequency histogram -  Cluster 03
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Fig. 5.13 Experimental variogram and model for ‘Pt Gauss’ -  Cluster 01
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Fig. 5.14 Experimental variogram and model for ‘Pt Gauss’ -  Cluster 02
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Fig. 5.15 Experimental variogram and model for ‘Pt Gauss’ -  Cluster 03
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5.7.5 Calculation of Block Values

In Goodnews Bay, a 500m x 500m x 1 m block is assumed to be a feasible 

mining block. During the estimation process, this block is termed as ‘block 

support.’ The value for each block is the average value of the data 

samples inside each block support. To store this average value to a 500m 

x 500m block support, a 2D grid file is created for each cluster, as shown 

in Figs. 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18

Fig. 5.16 2D grid with 500m x 500m blocks -  Cluster 01
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Fig. 5.17 2D grid with 500m x 500m blocks -  Cluster 02
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Fig. 5.18 2D grid with 500m x 500m blocks -  Cluster 03

For each grid, the origin is the block at the lowest left corner. This assures 

that the data samples match properly inside the grid for the following 

calculations. The search window is constrained to the calculation area of 

500m x 500m, to include only the samples that are inside each block.
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5.7.6 Application of the Turning Bands Method

The Turning Bands simulation is performed using the default value of 100 

turning bands to perform 20 simulations of values in a block support of 

500m x 500m. The number of simulations is chosen in function of the 

complexity of the deposit and the grade variability. The more complex the 

deposit, the higher the value, which is proportional to the processing time. 

A search radius of 4703.9m is selected from the spherical variogram 

model for cluster 01, 1500.6m for cluster 02, and 2825.9m for cluster 03. 

Then, the blocks are regularly discretized in points to calculate the 

average value of the point simulated values that are generated in each 

cycle. The samples are taken from the neighborhood according to the 

search radius provided by the variogram model. The final simulated block 

values are stored in the grid using a special variable (‘Simu Pt T B ). To 

calculate the grades for the mining blocks, at the end of the simulation run. 

One of these realizations is shown in Fig. 5.19. Each realization has equal 

probability of occurrence.

The simulation was repeated for each cluster, producing the same number 

of realizations.

5.7.7 Simulation Post-Processing

As mentioned in the previous section, the realizations of the Turning 

Bands Simulation are stored in special variable. This means that there are 

20 possible outcomes of equal probability. In order to compile these 

simulations and present them as a unique valid solution, the mean of 

realizations is calculated, and this becomes the final grade for the mining 

blocks. (Figs. 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22)

Another result of great relevance is the Iso-Cutoff map. This represents 

the probability of occurrence of cumulative grade values above certain
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cutoff threshold. In Fig. 5.23, four thresholds are shown for Cluster 01, 

with a probability scale between 0 and 1, for cutoff values of 200, 300, 400 

and 500 mg/m3. Over 500, the probability is near zero. It is clear from the 

plots that the highest probability densities are obtained for a threshold of 

200 and 300 mg/m3. The relevant input data and some of the output 

results are provided in Appendix D.

Fig. 5.19 A realization of Turning Bands simulation



Fig. 5.21 TB Mean of realizations -  Cluster 02



Fig. 5.22 TB Mean of realizations -  Cluster 03
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Fig. 5.23 Probability plots for grades above a cutoff value
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5.7.8 Application of the Sequential Gaussian Method

Due to the fact that the Sequential Gaussian simulation uses a different 

approach for obtaining the simulated grades, block option is not available. 

The simulation is made in ‘point mode,’ for that a grid with smaller blocks 

is needed, corresponding to the block discretization. In this case a 100m x 

100m grid was created for each cluster. The detail of one of these grids is 

shown in Fig. 5.24. Also, 20 simulations were chosen for the estimation. 

The simulated values are stored in a 20-dimensional variable (‘Simu Pt 

SGS’). As before, one realization was selected and is shown in Fig. 5.25. 

Each realization has equal probability of occurrence.

The Sequential Gaussian simulation uses a neighborhood search based 

on a box of dimension given by a radius based on the variogram model. It 

is constrained by the dimensions of the grid, in this case 100m x 100m.

The simulated discretized blocks that act as points for the simulation, need 

to be transformed to the 500m x 500m grid in order to be quantified. The 

block values are saved in a new 20-dimensional variable. These variables 

can be averaged to show the Mean of Realizations adjusted to the 500m x 

500m grid (Figs. 5.26, 5.27 and 5.28)

The relevant input data is provided in Appendix D. SGS is a method that 

produces the realizations creating a random path during the simulation, 

yet keeping the values of the original samples. This process changes 

slightly the final grade distribution in the mean of realizations maps, 

producing grade models that are more consistent with the existing values. 

So where there are more samples to provide support to the model, the
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resulting ore grade and tonnage is more realistic, this is called 

“grade/tonnage efficiency”.

Fig. 5.24 Detail of a 100m x 100m grid for block discretizing
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Fig. 5 .25 A realization of Sequential Gaussian simulation



Fig. 5.27 SGS Mean of realizations -  Cluster 02



Fig. 5.28 SGS Mean of realizations -  Cluster 03
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Chapter 6 Resource Estimation using Support Vector Machines

Platinum frequently occurs in narrow, discontinuous concentrations. Small 

sample size and the coarseness of the platinum may combine to indicate a very 

erratic platinum grade from sample to sample, a variation which in reality does 

not exist. Reference has been made of the sample collection, in chapter 3.

In the past, it has been a common practice to estimate resources in marine 

placers roughly from apparent dimensions, being later verified during production 

(Garnett, 2002). However, even when is the most critical aspect of the entire 

placer mining operation, the expected grade of any dredged ground was usually 

accepted as the arithmetic average, weighted by area, of the individual grades 

indicated by drill holes and grab samples.

Even when for ore reserve estimation, it is generally assumed that the ore grade 

is a function of distance, there are other factors including geological structure, 

deposition environment, type of deposit, type of ore and degree of mineralization 

that should be considered. Platinum grade populations, like any other heavy 

minerals, are typically log-normal, meaning that the platinum values do not vary 

in a simple linear form between adjacent samples. However, most traditional 

estimation methods use linear variation, presenting some limitations. The inverse 

distance square method yields inaccurate estimates of reserves of non-uniform 

patterns of sampling. Kriging yields consistently better estimates than the other 

techniques (Garnett, 2002). The inability of Kriging to estimate values in small 

blocks was demonstrated by Ravenscroft & Armstrong (1990), confirming that 

the over-smoothing produces consistent bias in grade/tonnage relationship.
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Attempts to overcome these inadequacies have been made first with Neural 

Networks and later with Statistical Learning Theory, which resulted in the 

development of support vector machines (SVMs). These emerging tools have the 

ability to work with incomplete, sparse and ‘fuzzy’ data, and deal with previously 

unspecified or un-encountered situations. Unlike the traditional geostatistical 

methods which are based essentially on either geometrical reasoning or 

statistical techniques and generally assume that the spatial distribution of ore 

grade is a function of distance, SVMs are good at analyzing large amounts of 

data to identify relationships, recognize patterns, associations and anomalies, 

and make predictions automatically.

A support vector machine is a non-linear mathematical structure, capable of 

representing arbitrarily complex non-linear processes that relate the inputs and 

outputs of any system. An illustration of a typical support vector machine 

(applicable also to neural networks) is shown in Fig. 6.1.

Fig. 6.1 Structure (representational capacity) of a support vector machine
(Kecman, 2001)
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By using a non-linear regression approach, support vector machines have the 

capacity of dealing with non-linear distributions in grab and core drill samples and 

solve problems in a uniquely different way. SVMs learn the key relationships in 

the data and then generalize from those relationships, building their own rules. 

These can then automatically produce estimates based upon their experience. 

The generalization abilities of support vectors are exceptional. This means that 

once a model has been trained, it can predict samples that it has never seen 

before. This is achieved by combining information from several similar samples 

by forming broad, general relationships. Some of these characteristics are also 

found in neural networks, however, in SVM they are reformulated for superior 

performance.

For a synthesis problem such as the estimation of marine placer platinum 

reserves in a designated area, support vector machines can provide solution for 

complex non-linear continuous function by its ability to learn continuous mapping 

from one or more inputs to one or more outputs. However, according to Gunn 

(1998), it is important to take into consideration the geological features that could 

affect the model performance, as shown in table 6.1. This will influence the final 

results provided by the model.

Table 6.1 Geological features that affect the SVM model performance

(Gunn, 1998)

• Quantity and quality of the observations

• Data is finite and sampled due to its observational nature (field samples)

• Sampling is non-uniform

• Data will form only a sparse distribution in the input space, due to the high dimensional 

nature of the resource estimation process.
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Based on the literature review, SVMs have been rarely used in geological and 

geographical analysis in the past years. Published applications include 

environmental and pollution spatial data analysis (Gilardi et al, 1999), geo- 

environmental data mining and modeling (Kanevsky et. al, 2002) land cover 

mapping (Watanachaturaporn et al, 2004), digital soil maps (Liu, 2006), 

reforestation (Ordonez et al, 2003), and even martian geology (Wang, 2005). 

However, relatively few applications have been published in the area of reserve 

estimation. Some of the available publications are reviewed below:

Vasquez & Walter (2003), take Support Vector Regression to a step ahead by 

explaining the advantage of a Multi-output design to extend the possibilities of its 

use in geology, comparing them with diverse Kriging outputs.

Matias et al. (2004), compared a solution made with Support vector machines 

and gradient boosting over a radial basis function, with results obtained using 

Kriging and neural networks for estimating the potential exploitability of a slate 

deposit. As a result, several comparisons were achieved between methods, 

emphasizing the similarity in the results for similar kernels (Gaussian or 

estimated covariograms) and in the performance of all the radial estimators 

(Kriging, SVM, RN, RBF), thus its suitability for resource estimation of mineral 

deposits.

Support vector machines represent a new procedure and structure in non-linear 

interpolation and demonstrate a potential of ore reserve estimation. In the 

following, support vectors are used for estimating the placer platinum grade. The 

details of SVMs and its superiority over Neural Networks are also discussed in 

the following sections.
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A critical review of the applications presented above leads to the conclusion that 

with support vector machines, the spatial distribution of ore grade can be 

captured directly within the weight structure through training on the sample data 

of grab and core samples. The functions and parameters applied in the models 

are visible at all times, and the rules of operation are based on the technique 

selected. Even more, the mathematical theories used to guarantee the 

performance of a SVM are accessible during any stage of the process.

6.1 Support Vector Machine Fundamentals

Empirical data modeling by induction is a first general attempt to produce 

an adequate model of the deposit for ore reserve estimation. From this 

model it is hoped to predict grades based on the values obtained from 

known field samples. Data collected is limited and generally non-uniform. 

Due to the high dimensional nature of the problem, the data will form only 

a sparse distribution in the input space. Traditional neural network 

approaches have suffered difficulties with generalization, producing 

models that can overfit the data (Ke, 2002). This is a consequence of the 

optimization algorithms used for parameter selection and the statistical 

measures used to select the ‘best’ model. In ore reserve estimation, the 

need of a more realistic and versatile data modeling tool than Inverse 

Distance Square, which is a linear approach, or conditional simulation, 

which relies on random Gaussian functions, makes it an adequate 

scenario for testing the potential of new approaches. Support vector 

machines were proposed by Vapnik (1995) and are gradually being 

accepted into different disciplines. An SVM is a supervised learning 

technique applicable to classification and regression. However, the 

problem presented in this study will be solved using exclusively regression 

techniques. The formulation of an SVM embodies the Structural Risk 

Minimization (SRM) principle, which is superior to traditional Empirical
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Risk Minimization (ERM) principle, employed by conventional neural 

networks. SRM minimizes an upper bound on the expected risk, as 

opposed to ERM that minimizes the error on the training data. It is this 

difference which gives to SVMs an improved ability to generalize, which is 

the goal in statistical learning. The problem of ore reserve estimation will 

be solved entirely using support vector regression. This is predicting 

grades using field values as input and mapping them non-linearly into a 

very high dimensional feature space by a kernel function (Fig. 6.2). The 

regression is performed without penalizing small errors. The key features 

of SVMs are the use of modular kernel functions, the absence of local 

minima (as opposed to back-propagation in neural networks), the 

uniqueness and sparseness of the solution, the simple geometrical 

interpretation of the margin, statistical robustness of the loss function and 

the overfitting control obtained by optimizing the margin through choosing 

a single regularization parameter. A detailed description of the SVM 

fundamentals can be found in Gunn (1998).

Fig. 6.2 Mapping the Input Space into a high dimensional Feature Space
(Source: http://www-kairo.csce.kyushu-u.ac.jp/~norikazu/svm.png)

http://www-kairo.csce.kyushu-u.ac.jp/~norikazu/svm.png
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6.1.1 Feature Space

This is a method used to transform a map into a high dimensional feature 

space by the use of reproducing kernels. The idea of the kernel function is 

to enable operations to be performed in the input space rather than the 

potentially high dimensional feature space. Hence the inner product does 

not need to be evaluated in the feature space. This provides a way of 

addressing the curse of dimensionality. However, the calculation still 

depends on a good data distribution and the number of training patterns 

produced. This means in practice that a high dimensional problem will 

always require a large training set.

6.1.2 Kernel Functions

Kernels are functions that execute the inner product in the feature space. 

There are Polynomial, Gaussian Radial Basis Function, Exponential 

Radial Basis Function, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Fourier Series, Splines, B- 

splines and Tensor Product (Gunn, 1998). The SVM architecture used for 

training is the Radial Basis Function (RBF) network. The structure of the 

RBF network is a feed forward, single hidden layer, fully interconnected 

network. The choice of RBF networks for ore grade estimation is dictated 

by their locally tuned response characteristics and certain qualities that 

allow the production of local reliability measures. The input patterns are 

the coordinates of samples, distance, and length of the neighboring 

sample in each direction. There is only one output, the grade at the point 

where the network is being trained.

6.1.3 Support Vector Regression

SVMs are applied for regression by using a loss function that includes a 

distance measure (Smola, 1996). Fig. 6.3 illustrates four possible loss 

functions: a) conventional least squares error criterion, b) Laplacian loss 

function that is less sensitive to outliers than the quadratic loss function, c)
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the Huber loss function, that has optimal properties when the underlying 

distribution of the data is unknown. These three loss functions will produce 

no sparseness in the support vectors. And d) is an approximation to 

Huber’s loss function that obtains a sparse set of support vectors.

(Gunn, 1998)

Fig. 6.4 shows examples of the influence of the e-insensitivity zone on 

modeling quality. A non-linear SVM creates a regression function with 

Gaussian kernels and models a noisy sinus function. The model at the left 

uses £ = 0.1, whereas the model at the right uses z = 0.6, producing a 

much better regression function.
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Fig. 6.4 Influence of an e-insensitivity zone on modeling quality
(Source: http://eceweb.uccs.edu/wang/ECE5990/SVM. regression.doc)

An illustration of the parameters involved in the calculation of Support 

Vector Regression is shown in Fig. 6.5, and the following considerations 

must be made: (i) Both e and C must be selected by the user, (ii)The 

parameters e and C must be tuned simultaneously.

Fig. 6.5 Parameters for Support Vector Regression (for 1-dimension)
(Source: http://eceweb.uccs.edu/wang/ECE5990/SVM regression.doc)

http://eceweb.uccs.edu/wang/ECE5990/SVM
http://eceweb.uccs.edu/wang/ECE5990/SVM
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Some observations regarding the performance of SVMs, according to Liu 

(2006), are:

• No good measure on accuracy of predictions; predictions aren’t 

probabilistic

• It is desirable to find a distribution over possible outputs: p(t|x)

• Number of support vectors grows steeply with size of training set

• Need to determine trade-off parameter between sparseness and data 

misfit

6.2 Support Vector Machines for Platinum Ore Grade Estimation

Drillhole data were collected from historical records of previous Goodnews 

Bay exploration studies. Data included 78 grab samples from the seafloor, 

103 samples obtained from 30 drillholes, 1m depth of the seafloor. In 

addition to this, 25 drillhole samples (from 0.25m to 3m) and 25 grab 

samples were obtained from the Summer 2005 field work, resulting in a 

total of 470 individual samples.

Support vector machines were used to obtain the platinum reserve for the 

Goodnews Bay placer deposits. It may be evident from previous 

discussions that SVMs can learn to recognize patterns from noisy and 

complex data, and estimate their non-linear relationship. Thus, SVMs 

provide a general technique for solving synthesis problems. In 

mathematical terms, an input space, often referred to a feature space, is 

used to determine a category of several feature vectors formed by the 

spatially distributed samples. For example, the grade of platinum of grab 

samples and drill holes can be represented as a feature vector, and based 

on these values a prediction can be made. The SVM uses the training
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data (collected from grab samples and drill holes) to develop distribution 

functions that are in turn used to estimate the likelihood of a feature vector 

with the given category.

A typical SVM ore resource estimation model analysis would have the 

following sequence, as shown in table 6.2:

Table 6.2 SVM Ore Resource Estimation model analysis

(Gunn, 1998)

(i) Construct the network architecture.

(ii) Load the grab samples and drill hole data (many different spatially -re la ted types, each containing

multiple layers of data).

(iii) Calculate the clusters and activation functions applied.

(iv) Interpolate scatter data onto regular grids.

(v) Predict the ore grades.

(Vi) Validate the predicted results (checking their relative reality values).

(vii) Visualize the results using 2D/3D plots.

Once the distribution functions and the network architecture are 

developed, a heterogeneous ground can be divided into different grids and 

further classified in categories. In order to be compatible with the previous 

estimations, a 500m x 500m grid was used for creating the model. After 

the entire ground is covered, the feature vectors are summed up for the 

theoretical estimation of the total volume of platinum.

Some of the parameters applied on the SVM needed to be optimized for 

an accurate output. These are outlined below:
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• To examine the effect of various SVM parameters on the accuracy of 

the ore reserve estimation and the optimization of the parameters used 

in the SVM model. The following were examined:

■ SVM architecture

■ C (Cost)

■ y (Kernel width)

■ £ -insensitivity

■ Number of support vectors generated

• To compare the SVM output with the volume of ore estimated by 

traditional estimation methods for various cut-off grades. The following 

estimation methods were used for comparison purposes and validation 

aspect of the estimated placer reserve by SVM:

o Turning Bands Simulation 

o Sequential Gaussian Simulation

• The SVM with optimal parameters is used for resource estimation in 

Goodnews Bay placer platinum deposit. A clustering method was used 

to define logical mining blocks. For each cluster, resources were 

computed for various cut-off grades.

6.2.1 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms are search techniques that produce data divisions 

according to the principles of natural selection. The data divisions 

produced have similar statistical properties. Genetic algorithms contain 

diverse operators (reproduction, crossover and mutation) to recombine a 

data set in a way that the solution is optimal.

The steps for the application of a genetic algorithm are shown in Fig. 6.6
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Fig. 6.6 Flowchart of a Genetic Algorithm
(Source: http://www.ryerson.ca/~dgrimsha/courses/cps721/geneticFlowDiag.html)

Because of the learning process that occurs during the data divisions, 

genetic algorithms are also called global learning algorithms. 

Fig. 6.7 shows the data division of the three clusters using a genetic 

algorithm. In all cases, the groups present similar statistical properties for 

mean and standard deviation.

http://www.ryerson.ca/~dgrimsha/courses/cps721/geneticFlowDiag.html


Fig. 6.7 Data division using a Genetic Algorithm

00
^1
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6.2.2 Estimation using Support Vector Machines

An SVM-based model was created to predict grades in locations with no 

information, based on coordinates and grades of existing samples. The 

model was trained and validated using the K-fold cross validation. Unlike 

the neural networks where training involves passing a data set through 

hidden layers to optimize the weights, optimal training of SVM involves 

determining the adequate number of folds, tuning the model for estimation 

of the parameters, C and y and finding a combination (‘trade-off) that 

produces the minimum error possible.

The optimal C and y values for each cluster were selected from different 

combinations of C and y values using the function ‘tune’ which is part of 

the e1071 library for the R-language by Dimitriadou et al. (2006), 

represented as dark colors in the error surfaces (Fig. 6.8). However, there 

are cases when the tune function is not able to calculate the value for 

gamma. In order to overcome this limitation of the application, a 

Cost/Gamma trade-off graph (Appendix E) provides the adequate range of 

Gamma applicable to the model. The optimal value for epsilon was 

selected for the minimum value of the Mean Square Error produced by the 

model testing a range of possible values for epsilon, and is shown in Table 

6.5. Once the optimal values for the SVM model parameters were 

obtained the model was tested for its generalization ability with the 

platinum grades for each of the clusters. Fig. 6.9 shows the performance 

of the SVM model in predicting the platinum grades. Fig. 6.10 shows 

graphically the grade models produced by the prediction process. The 

parameters and performance statistics of the model are presented in 

Table 6.3. The iso-surface grades for a 500m x 500m grid are shown in 

Fig. 6.11, and the grade contours in Figs. 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14.



Fig. 6.8 Cost/gamma trade-off



Fig. 6.9 Plotting of epsilon vs Mean Square Error



Fig. 6.10 Scattergrams of actual vs predicted Pt grades



Fig. 6.11 SVM predicted grade iso-surfaces

C D



Fig. 6.12 SVM grade contours -  Cluster 01

Fig. 6.13 SVM grade contours -  Cluster 02
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Fig. 6.14 SVM grade contours -  Cluster 03



Table 6.3 SVM parameters and performance indicators

CLUSTER
01

CLUSTER
02

CLUSTER
03

Data division Genetic Algorithm (80/20)
Training 260 59 57
Testing 65 15 14

Total samples 325 74 71

Mean Gi ade 135.6 357.9 284.2
Standai <1 Deviation 183.8 332.2 229.7
Coefficient of Vaiiation 1.355 0.928 0.808

Folds 12 8 10
c 8 4 6
gamma 120 84 40
epsilon 0.05 0.04 0.04
Suppoit Vectoi s 239 56 56

(Training)
RMSE 0.053 0.044 0.040
MAE 0.016 0.016 0.015
R2 0.932 0.964 0.967

(Testing)
RMSE 0.013 0.013 0.011
MAE 0.012 0.013 0.011
R2 0.999 0.999 0.999

(Total)
MEAIIERR 0.002 0.011 -0.005
RMSE 0.062 0.064 0.036
MAE 0.019 0.021 0.014
R2 0.00$ 0.010 0.074

SKILL SCORE 9.30 8.17 2.66
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6.2.3 Reliability of the Results

A way of testing the degree of reliability of the results obtained is using 

statistical methods. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is obtained for 

5% and 1% levels of significance. These values are compared to the 

predetermined critical values for the correlation coefficient. The calculated 

values exceed the corresponding critical values (95% for Cluster 01 and 

99% for Clusters 02 and 03). This means that the results were obtained at 

a 95% of confidence for Cluster 01 and at a 99% of confidence for 

Clusters 02 and 03. Table 6.4 shows the values for the correlation 

coefficients.

Table 6.4 Correlation coefficients for the SVM results

Clustei Count
Degiees

of
Fieedom

Collection 
Coeff at 5% 

Level of 
Significance

Coi i elation 
Coeff at 1% 

Level of 
Significance

Ci Itical values of i
Piffeience between 

calculated and ci itical 
r

1.025 1.005 05% 00%
1 325 323 0.122 0.159 0.122 0.16 above below
2 71 69 0.288 0.374 0.229 0.298 above above
3 74 72 0.239 0.311 0.196 0.255 above above
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Chapter 7 Summary and Conclusions

.1 Summary

Ore Reserve Estimation of Goodnews Bay was calculated using three 

different techniques. The first is the Turning Bands method, a form of 

unconditional simulation that incorporates the conditioning at the end of 

the simulation. The second is the Sequential Gaussian Simulation, 

considered an authentic conditional simulation method for including the 

conditioning during the simulation process. The third is support vector 

machines, an emerging technique based on Statistical Learning Theory. 

Grade values are predicted for locations where there is no information, 

using an advanced type of non-linear regression that learns from the 

characteristics of the existing data. All of these are approaches that 

require a good knowledge and a preliminary analysis of the data, and 

produce results in form of grades and tonnages of ore for each of the 

clusters in where the field data was divided using clustering algorithms 

and observing the geological features of the study area.

Field data in Goodnews Bay is sparse. For an approximate area of 100km 

x 40km, there are only 470 samples, this represents an average of 8-9 

samples per square kilometer. The samples have been collected along 

several decades. Some assumptions have been done, such as the depth 

for compositing the platinum grades from grab samples and drill-hole 

samples for producing a grade model compatible in dimensions with a 

possible mining model.
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Clustering algorithms were applied to the field data to divide them in 

groups that were consistent with the formation theories for the placer 

deposits in Goodnews Bay. Three clusters were selected, and each one of 

them was analyzed independently. These clusters can correspond to 

potential mining blocks.

With the knowledge of the characteristics of the available data, the 

selected estimation methods were applied using the methodologies that 

define the best possible parameters to obtain reliable results for ore 

tonnage and grades. In the case of conditional simulation, Gaussian 

transformation of the data is a key step, for which the variograms of the 

transformed variable presents a more adequate continuity and a better 

structure for defining the search radius that the simulation methods 

require. For support vector machines, the data was previously divided into 

training and testing using a genetic algorithm, obtaining subsets of data 

with similar statistical properties. These subsets were used to tune the 

SVM models and obtain the correct parameters for an adequate 

generalization. For the tuning, a K-fold cross validation technique was 

applied, producing the optimum values for penalization (Cost) and Kernel 

width (Gamma). The e-sensitivity parameter (epsilon) was obtained finding 

the minimum value of Mean Square Error that the SVM models produced. 

As a result, each SVM model generated the support vectors, which helps 

to predict the platinum grades in the locations without previous data.

The confidence levels for each estimation technique are different. The 

conditional simulation approaches base their reliability in the probability 

maps that show the probability of occurrence of the blocks containing the 

mean of all the realizations performed and stored in each block of the 

simulation model. A probability of 1 for all the blocks of all realizations
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without defining a cut-off is exactly like performing the estimation with 

Kriging. To provide results compatible between methods, blocks over a 

90% of probability were chosen for the resource results. The overall 

performance of the SVM model was evaluated with the analysis of the 

Mean Square Error (MSE), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the 

Coefficient of Determination (R2) for each cluster. Using Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient, results for SVM were obtained with a confidence of 

95% for Cluster 01, and 99% for Clusters 02 and 03.

To compare the results of all models in the same terms, Table 7.1 shows 

the tonnage results for all the estimation methods, and compared to a 

traditional estimation method, Inverse Distance Squared (ID2). In Figs. 7.1 

to 7.3, it can be observed that all the estimation methods produce similar 

results, with slight variations for different cut-off grades, in particular 

Sequential Gaussian simulation and support vector machines present a 

notorious change of slope when selecting the cut-off from 300 to 200 

mg/m3. Choosing a cut-off of 300 mg/m3 as the minimum most favorable 

(a cut-off of 400 provides almost no information, and a cut-off of 200 is 

always favorable in values), the tons of platinum range from 43.5 for SGS, 

to 124 tons on the Turning Bands method.

In general, the performance of all the models is affected by the spatial 

variations of the placer depositions in the Goodnews Bay area. Also the 

estimation can be taken into more rigorous steps for clustering, data 

division, variogram search and model tuning.

As future work, alternatives for a conceptual design of a possible offshore 

mine for the exploitation of the placer deposits are presented, using 

diverse technologies for collecting the ore. Four main issues are analyzed,
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the support of surface, the underwater vehicle, the tools for ore extraction, 

and the system of transfer. All the techniques are adequate for shallow- 

water offshore mining.

Table 7.1 Tonnage for all estimation methods and different cut-off values

Cut-off 700 000 500 400 300 200

CLUSTER
01

ID2 0 5.0 41.0
TB 0.4 1.3 4.4 11.1 33.5 55.3
SOS 0 0.5 7.1
SVM 0.0 0.8 4.3 21.9

CLUSTER
02

ID 2 0.5 5.2 11.8 24 39.5 45.5

TB 7.1 14.2 22.5 31.6 40.7 46.8

SGS 0.5 7.4 32.3 41.5
SVM 0 9.0 48.5

CLUSTER
03

ID2 0 11.3 28.6 65.8
TB 3.8 7.2 14.6 30.2 49.8 65.6
SGS 1.5 10.7 60.1
SVM 1.1 4.4 49.8 71.4

SUMMARY
ID2 0.5 5.2 11.8 35.2 73.1 152.3
TB 11.3 22.8 41.5 72.9 124.0 167.7

SGS 0 0 0.5 9.0 43.5 108.7
SVM 0 0 1.1 14.2 102.6 93.3



Fig. 7.1 Grade-tonnage curves -  Cluster 01



Fig. 7.2 Grade-tonnage curves -  Cluster 02



Fig. 7.3 Grade-tonnage curves -  Cluster 03
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7.2 Conclusions

The results for grades and tonnages are a combination of the nature of the 

clustered samples, the geographical features, which in case of the Bay 

physically encloses a set of samples favoring the natural enrichment, and 

in the case of the barrier island, shows a concentration of samples of high 

value that could be the indicators of potential areas with high platinum 

grades. It is also evident, especially in the use of support vector machines, 

that the grade prediction is limited by the reduced number of samples, 

giving adequate grades for the vicinities of the known samples, but being 

not able of predicting values in the areas where there are no samples or 

samples with a value of zero. All the estimation techniques produced 

almost similar distribution maps and grade distributions for different cut-off 

grades. Sequential Gaussian simulation and SVM proved to be more 

‘grade/tonnage-efficient’ in their output for the cut-off range of 400 to 200 

mg/m3. Cross-validation between actual and predicted samples confirms 

that the results from the simulation methods are reliable.

The areas of platinum distribution below various cut-off grades indicate 

that interpolation methods have different smoothing effect on various cut

off grades. The conditional simulation methods and SVM produce a 

smooth Area vs. Cut-off curve compared to Inverse Distance Squared.

Support vector machines, with the capability of learning from existing data 

and geological features, seem to be an adequate solution for ore grade 

prediction that has a potential for its use in more complex geological and 

mining problems. However, in order to produce a more realistic model, the 

recommendation is to increase the number of samples, emphasize in 

clustering alternatives, data division and model training.
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Conditional simulation and support vector machines can improve the 

confidence in the grade/tonnage aspects of geological reporting, but only if 

the quality, density and distribution of the sampling are adequate.

As for future work, the following recommendations are suggested. Since 

technology for offshore mining in shallow waters is available, and whether 

the project becomes feasible, a mining plan should be developed in 

accordance to the investment needed, and the production schedules.

7.3 Future work

7.3.1 Additional Samples

A reduced number of samples will produce limited grade estimations and 

in many cases an insufficient definition of the orebodies. Simulation 

techniques can help to create probable scenarios, and Support vector 

machines can predict data in the spaces between samples with different 

levels of certainty. The cost of taking these samples can be represented 

as a linear function, which will produce a fixed cost per sample.

The objective of increasing the number of samples is to optimize the 

resource estimation, and an increase of precision in the resulting grades 

and tonnages is expected. From the diverse proposed technique for 

optimal location of additional samples, the most popular seems to be the 

reduction of Kriging variance. However, Kriging variance is based on the 

data locations only. One approach is a decision-based sample 

optimization, in which the data values can be incorporated, thus increasing 

the information required to calculate the additional number of samples. 

Another more intuitive approach targets the locations with median
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probability near 0.5 (Rautman et. al, 1994). A more elaborated variant 

includes the standard deviation of simulated values multiplied by a weight.

7.3.2 Estimation of Ore Reserves

Ore Reserves are estimated considering three aspects: a) definition of 

geological characteristics (orebody shape and grade continuity), b) sample 

grades, and c) technical feasibility and economic profitability, at present 

costs and market prices. In order to produce an effective estimation, the 

following factors have to be considered, as shown in table 7.2:

Tabls Factors for an effective estimation of underwater ore reserves

(After Dominy, 2002)

1) Scale of operations, mining selectivity and scraping route of production vehicle
2) Mine planning and scheduling

3) Estimation of mining dilution and recovery

4) Metallurgical recovery

5) Market price prediction

6) Project economics and cut-off grade estimation

7) Health and safety concerns

8) Environmental constraints

9) Legal issues and taxes

10) Overall assessment of reserve classification and reporting

7.3.3 Conceptual Design for Offshore Mining

Physical characteristics of the seafloor, such as topographic relief or 

hardness of the sediments, adverse operation conditions, such as tides, 

currents, weather, and other factors such as distance from the coast, as 

well as economic demands of the operation, have contributed to the 

development of efficient dredging techniques for offshore exploitation.
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The method to extract ore in shallow waters can be hydraulic or 

mechanical. Hydraulic systems use siphoning for extracting the material 

as slurry. Mechanical systems cut into the ore and raise the fragments to 

the surface by a dragline, a ‘clam shell’ scoop, or a cable/chain bucket 

system. Mechanical dredges can operate at any depth, whereas hydraulic 

dredges are limited to no deeper than 30 to 60m (Howari, 2005).

For the conceptual design of an offshore mine at Goodnews Bay, there 

are three suggested alternatives:

• Using a continuous chain of scoops

The buckets are dragged along the seafloor by one or two ships, and 

raised onboard, where a washing/gravity system separates the ore 

from waste (Fig. 7.4). Waste is returned to the bottom. The system has 

a high production rate, however there is no capacity for storage, and 

the washed ore has to be continuously transported to the coast by 

barges. If material at the seafloor is bigger than the bucket size, this 

may produce interruptions in the process.

Fig. 7.4 Extraction using a continuous chain of scoops
(Source: http://www.oceansatlas.com/unatlas/-ATLAS-/chapter7.html)

http://www.oceansatlas.com/unatlas/-ATLAS-/chapter7.html
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• Rigid bucket line dredging (Vertical method)

Adequate for shallow water mining, except when there is soft clay or 

boulders bigger than the bucket size (Lacy, 2005). The method 

consists of a vessel with a rigid system of buckets that are 

continuously collecting ore from the seafloor (Fig. 7.5).

Fig. 7.5 Offshore mining using the Vertical Method
(Bivaud, 1991)

The material is then conveyed directly to a washing/gravity device on 

board the ship, being suctioned by a pump installed in a flooded chamber. 

A variant of this method is called Suction Cutter Dredging, where the 

digging device consists of a series of cutting arms rotating in a basket 

close to a suction intake. The rotating arms fragment the material, before 

being taken to the surface. This variant has also been successfully used 
for mining offshore placers (Lacy, 2005).

Some of the limitations are: i) It is effective only between 30-40m, ii) 

Depends on adequate meteorological and oceanic conditions, iii) Dredging
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track needs constant adjustment, using a complex positioning system, 
shown in Fig. 7.6

Fig. 7.6 Positioning of the dredge and the bucket wheel
(Bivaud, 1991)

• Using a submerged device (Horizontal method)

This mining technique consists of a ship that launches a mining device 

capable of locomotion on the seafloor, with sufficient autonomy for 

correcting tilting and stability with the help of positioning sensors. The 

device collects ore through a mechanical or a hydraulic system, and 

raises the ore up to the surface using a pump. Communications and 

power are carried using a flexible umbilical cable. This assures 

freedom of motion between the ship and the underwater collecting
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device, and also a continuous mining operation. This method provides 

a better productivity and a reduction of losses due to bad 
meteorological conditions.

A general overview of an offshore minesite using the Horizontal 

Method is shown in Fig. 7.7. The Support Vessel contains a centralized 

area where all the control operations are monitored. The mining 

equipment is collecting the ore and raising it onboard the ship. Ore is 

later transported to the coast by barges.

Fig. 7.7 General view of an offshore minesite
(Bivaud, 1991)
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A typical piece of equipment for offshore mining is the hydraulically 

operated underwater crawler, used for collecting the sediments from the 

seafloor (Fig. 7.8). It is launched from the mother ship, and receives 

electrical power through a special umbilical cable. The crawler is capable 

of locomotion and the movements are remotely controlled using joysticks 

and cameras. A system for data acquisition and control system based on 

a portable computer is available onboard the ship.

Due to the evolution of technology and the higher levels of precision and 

remote controlling of this type of equipment, operation is highly efficient, 

and there is almost no need for diver assistance.

Fig. 7.8 Remote operating underwater dredging system
(Source: http://www.equipmatching.com/used_equipment/15/264/39873.php)

http://www.equipmatching.com/used_equipment/15/264/39873.php
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Appendices 

Appendix A Goodnews Bay Data Set

# ID POINT_X PO INT.Y Pt (mg/m3) dCoast Bathy

1 1 -449293.13718600000 1029076.46964000000 10.00000000000 1635 -12.90932465
2 2 -452934.02166500000 1029196.32998000000 10.00000000000 6896 -24.55486107
3 3 -445407.36695599900 1031621.54208000000 25.00000000000 14942 -16.58504486
4 4 -446381.16847500000 1032299.50438000000 10.00000000000 15165 -32.51008987
5 5 -445937.06471000000 1016949.65478999000 12.50000000000 0 -16.90895844
6 6 -446076.08798200000 1012869.05884000000 10.00000000000 0 -15.05394745
7 7 -445288.40168700000 1023536.68019000000 15.00000000000 0 -15.55083942
8 8 -445177.30058899900 1022274.19262999000 20.00000000000 0 -14.86444378
9 9 -445148.80640900000 1021584.23591000000 30.00000000000 0 -14.77477074

10 10 -445259.65104700000 1020347.89717000000 700.00000000000 0 -15.45016479
11 11 -445335.67800399900 1007537.32923000000 50.00000000000 0 0
12 12 -445602.82234600000 1011035.12071000000 155.00000000000 0 -15.27942371
13 13 -445486.35094400000 1011336.57494000000 10.00000000000 0 -15.27114868
14 14 -446941.38662499900 1023664.20531000000 10.00000000000 1191 -22.31236649
15 15 -447171.69152100000 1008777.36282000000 600.00000000000 1340 -20.97905922
16 16 -447761.20087399900 1007316.14688000000 600.00000000000 2127 -22.13428116
17 17 -449268.10699200000 1001528.77773000000 100.00000000000 1954 -9.48066616
18 18 -449958.64874799900 999764.56124499900 10.00000000000 1335 -18.20113564
19 19 -448789.30660000000 1007347.49185000000 200.00000000000 3145 -24.78748703
20 20 -448769.64452199900 1023385.48717000000 10.00000000000 3050 -26.86560249
21 22 -446016.80627800000 1016272.45647000000 50.00000000000 0 -17.12702560
22 23 -445319.77826699900 1024103.17710000000 10.00000000000 0 -15.18142796
23 25 -445335.67800399900 1007537.32923000000 60.00000000000 980 0
24 26 -445660.07408900000 1010794.23990000000 600.00000000000 0 -15.45243359
25 28 -445265.34841699900 1020348.56764000000 50.00000000000 0 -15.45016479
26 32 -445394.62932000000 1022447.67740000000 3.60994370000 0 -15.78243065
27 33 -445642.79309900000 1022380.56437000000 0.94172440000 58 -17.41209602
28 34 -445899.14010800000 1022320.24568000000 1.07251950000 318 -18.13305092
29 35 -446221.41816300000 1022229.51483000000 1.34718910000 644 -19.58534241
30 36 -445566.57611299900 1021191.62938000000 35.00075860000 0 -16.42745590
31 37 -445677.77783300000 1020450.28125000000 0.99404250000 0 -16.89900398
32 38 -445739.55489600000 1020759.17605000000 15.63000990000 74 -16.92894745
33 39 -446171.99943600000 1020722.10763999000 0.17003360000 490 -17.84198380
34 40 -446517.95528599900 1020598.54883999000 1.22947360000 826 -18.73944473
35 41 -446925.68857200000 1020623.25947000000 0.00000000000 1236 -19.93093300
36 42 -445727.20148799900 1019832.49124000000 1.47798420000 0 -16.85022926
37 43 -446048.44594100000 1019832.49048000000 0.57549830000 208 -17.74822998
38 44 -446431.46777200000 1020005.47075000000 0.13079510000 627 -18.62300873
39 45 -446703.29123500000 1019474.17079000000 0.05231800000 752 -18.97676468
40 46 -446851.55655699900 1020054.89295000000 0.39238520000 1046 -19.58853722
41 47 -447178.33964100000 1020083.64015000000 1.15099650000 1370 -20.78075409
42 48 -447227.94240900000 1019587.61416000000 0.05231800000 1293 -20.43902779
43 49 -446211.11129999900 1018729.49182000000 8.39704300000 113 -18.10196686
44 50 -446669.92612199900 1018779.09332000000 0.07847700000 572 -18.90623856
45 51 -446905.53324500000 1019014.70505000000 0.22235160000 829 -19.30360603
46 52 -447165.94325200000 1018357.47015000000 0.13079510000 1041 -20.01460838
47 53 -447165.94178100000 1018989.90314000000 0.19619260000 1091 -20.16685677
48 54 -447401.55063399900 1018481.47606000000 0.10463600000 1288 -20.54008293
49 55 -447562.75484399900 1018927.89897000000 0.92864490000 1474 -21.03257179
50 56 -446310.31579600000 1018183.86312000000 0.05231800000 176 -18.07478142
51 57 -448802.79738900000 1017997.84751000000 0.43162370000 2628 -23.57683754
52 58 -446285.51949799900 1016241.92185000000 4.80017880000 0 -17.37299919



-446322.72131499900 1015981.50817000000 0.69321380000 0
-446570.73031499900 1015584.68687000000 0.17003360000 98
-446955.14182700000 1016018.70861000000 0.73245230000 514
-447265.15198199900 1015993.90658000000 0.02615900000 822
-447785.96964000000 1015696.28981000000 0.20927210000 1321
-448381.18865400000 1015857.49681000000 0.10463600000 1927
-446595.53213200000 1015150.66415000000 2.28891360000 97
-446496.33068800000 1014381.82424000000 26.15901240000 0
-446570.73406300000 1013972.60269000000 2.85133240000 26
-446682.33862300000 1013575.78170000000 0.60165730000 129
-447141.15279299900 1013910.59809999000 89.62077650000 590
-447376.76072999900 1013798.99171000000 1.30795060000 816
-447599.96768499900 1013935.39830000000 0.57549830000 1054
-447996.77997799900 1014208.21161000000 0.65397530000 1453
-448542.39816200000 1014034.60124000000 184.76110460000 1985
-448854.88764899900 1014332.21604000000 0.07847700000 2302
-449016.09249600000 1014505.82473000000 0.22235160000 2473
-448433.27595300000 1013457.97138000000 14.75368300000 1890
-448768.08709500000 1013358.76540000000 0.03923850000 2230
-448929.29217500000 1013433.16891000000 0.09155650000 2386
-449053.29676699900 1013197.55630000000 3.12600200000 2534
-449574.11411800000 1013036.34664000000 0.11771560000 3078
-446188.80543800000 1012329.51775000000 7.25912590000 0
-446337.61051799900 1012230.31222000000 1.41258670000 0
-447143.63869400000 1011411.86753000000 0.32698770000 877
-447788.46226599900 1010318.12882000000 0.32698770000 1791
-445965.60468300000 1009524.49165000000 0.41854420000 121
-446662.43166100000 1009816.63739000000 0.00000000000 745
-446261.58513299900 1009394.30558000000 1.61600000000 430
-447585.77729400000 1014396.44240000000 8.39686300000 1036
-447675.95970700000 1014313.29565000000 0.88880000000 1125
-447729.51958700000 1014132.02464000000 0.00000000000 1185
-447672.11282300000 1013937.64545000000 0.44888900000 1125
-447697.60849800000 1013721.79328000000 0.00000000000 1141
-447576.77095500000 1013519.92583000000 0.00000000000 1020
-447575.48013699900 1013394.70929000000 0.00000000000 1034
-447611.88953400000 1013086.34835000000 41.20800000000 1110
-447535.19588499900 1013327.42100000000 0.00000000000 1002
-447690.93779499900 1012689.22491000000 0.00000000000 1238
-447871.37287199900 1012522.93895000000 0.00000000000 1437
-447893.22769000000 1012337.92438999000 0.00000000000 1473
-447713.02090700000 1012910.69454000000 0.00000000000 1225
-447974.16963900000 1010971.78637000000 0.00000000000 2015
-447769.22512800000 1011072.64944000000 1.21200000000 1845
-447846.20878300000 1011238.06665000000 0.00000000000 1607
-447323.36083899900 1010488.53455999000 0.00000000000 1313
-447388.15001400000 1010621.23519000000 4.35076900000 1319
-447468.79999099900 1010755.80845000000 2.42400000000 1379
-447009.27565999900 1010013.80727999000 0.00000000000 1052
-447118.05856699900 1010182.94890000000 0.00000000000 1147
-447230.46582699900 1010321.25758000000 0.00000000000 1232
-446548.63272800000 1009553.13020000000 0.80800000000 700
-446613.46990600000 1009685.81743000000 0.00000000000 750
-441342.92729899900 1037463.69427000000 300.00000000000 3187
-441400.38120000000 1037568.91883000000 100.00000000000 2398
-441375.85032099900 1037535.99581000000 100.00000000000 2463
-441361.00268300000 1037496.61730000000 450.00000000000 2541
-441461.58154400000 1037735.82922000000 400.00000000000 2125
-441411.35554100000 1037601.84186000000 100.00000000000 2343
-441691.83409299900 1038363.99395000000 600.00000000000 112
-441624.77024400000 1038205.27617000000 100.00000000000 286
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114 121 -441564.41277900000 1038033.14562000000 400.00000000000 1310 -5.9
115 122 -441499.58439199900 1037869.95692000000 850.00000000000 1748 -5.9
116 123 -443409.31373400000 1037232.11260000000 100.00000000000 3465 -5.90701389
117 124 -441328.07966100000 1037400.43042999000 350.00000000000 3191 -5.9
118 125 -443484.12343199900 1037321.07549000000 100.00000000000 2728 -5.90255499
119 126 -443736.85889999900 1037636.48935000000 350.00000000000 2202 -5.93949604
120 127 -443641.83036399900 1037531.35140000000 100.00000000000 2203 -5.91258478
121 128 -443599.37080500000 1037470.69489000000 100.00000000000 2213 -5.92067099
122 129 -443534.67052599900 1037395.88518999000 100.00000000000 2320 -5.92067099
123 130 -443939.04727400000 1037871.02787000000 350.00000000000 2240 -5.94890976
124 131 -443835.93120300000 1037751.73673000000 1200.00000000000 2210 -5.92808676
125 132 -439152.07525200000 1037900.64313999000 420.00000000000 5888 -5.9
126 133 -439851.36508999900 1037803.28978000000 1100.00000000000 6204 -5.9
127 134 -440519.46649000000 1037698.89894000000 900.00000000000 2402 -5.9
128 135 -441079.31760200000 1037635.23345000000 290.00000000000 2282 -5.9
129 136 -437488.47728400000 1037802.34958000000 100.00000000000 4650 -5.9
130 137 -438124.43360799900 1037805.94256000000 100.00000000000 5165 -5.9
131 138 -438591.52017400000 1037748.45498000000 100.00000000000 5560 -5.9
132 139 -436318.51526100000 1038030.05428000000 100.00000000000 3552 -5.9
133 140 -436908.95454599900 1037806.19572000000 100.00000000000 4168 -5.9
134 141 -442182.31577200000 1038075.05172000000 1300.00000000000 740 -5.9
135 142 -443281.93505799900 1037335.22867999000 100.00000000000 3465 -5.9
136 143 -442746.13586699900 1037891.24670000000 100.00000000000 1254 -5.9
137 144 -440685.49473099900 1038025.77277000000 100.00000000000 1448 -5.9
138 145 -440043.01809000000 1038071.37769000000 200.00000000000 1715 -5.9
139 146 -439160.04956900000 1038121.52383000000 100.00000000000 5422 -5.9
140 147 -442200.47510799900 1037592.01338000000 210.00000000000 2305 -5.9
141 148 -442026.14548100000 1037519.37603000000 1600.00000000000 2608 -5.9
142 149 -443047.39654400000 1038536.22762000000 100.00000000000 1062 -5.9
143 150 -443019.09017200000 1038346.17055000000 100.00000000000 1201 -5.9
144 151 -443021.11205599900 1038164.20101000000 100.00000000000 1294 -5.9
145 152 -443021.11205599900 1037982.23147000000 100.00000000000 1405 -5.9
146 153 -442580.34139999900 1037771.95556000000 100.00000000000 1566 -5.9
147 154 -442387.51627000000 1037659.20292000000 100.00000000000 2401 -5.9
148 155 -446433.29682599900 1033118.05186000000 0.00000000000 14788 -32.42544556
149 156 -464293.60575500000 1000174.92161000000 4.32857142857 12144 -46.70855713
150 157 -459921.37255600000 1000321.22900000000 0.00000000000 9281 -30.81988525
151 158 -454777.25741199900 1000578.96389000000 0.00000000000 6035 -36.67975998
152 159 -454602.22485900000 1001492.37952000000 0.00000000000 6286 -30.28154945
153 160 -453675.05041299900 1005098.34194000000 0.00000000000 7894 -27.00641632
154 161 -456540.63434500000 1004768.02277000000 0.03268883016 9808 -30.57146835
155 162 -459443.41924900000 1004474.29964000000 0.01037662909 12580 -25.49549675
156 163 -467193.44020399900 1003638.17201000000 0.00000000000 18027 -39.81290436
157 164 -466538.94334499900 1007672.05154000000 0.00000000000 20842 -50.50638199
158 165 -462217.30264700000 1008068.70893000000 1.52265217391 16508 -17.66880989
159 166 -459204.98178300000 1008348.67877000000 0.00000000000 13469 -29.26203537
160 167 -452718.34650599900 1008805.98884000000 0.00000000000 6931 -25.98943901
161 168 -452666.86886699900 1011891.87918000000 0.00000000000 10742 -26.86336708
162 169 -457799.73020500000 1011734.94483000000 0.00712832790 11400 -32.04558945
163 170 -459442.67820299900 1011485.11417000000 0.00000000000 13055 -27.51505089
164 171 -461456.02539800000 1011600.05411000000 0.00639766254 15043 -18.91506386
165 172 -466714.75295699900 1011344.48452000000 0.00000000000 20299 -42.67517090
166 173 -461789.49999899900 1014602.24120000000 1.75000000000 15252 -28.18139076
167 174 -458680.58174100000 1014860.87376999000 0.00000000000 12157 -32.30642319
168 175 -452080.50959199900 1015026.56975000000 0.00000000000 5566 -23.96140480
169 176 -451063.13500600000 1016070.46300000000 4.49171052632 4617 -23.45235252
170 177 -450922.72546799900 1016213.22535000000 0.00000000000 4484 -23.29270554
171 178 -450925.95191499900 1016202.35204000000 0.00000000000 4489 -23.29270554
172 179 -453329.58327100000 1017540.03075000000 0.00000000000 7039 -31.87931633
173 180 -454152.29537900000 1018492.39734000000 0.00000000000 7961 -28.41134644
174 181 -456564.09249900000 1017938.04348000000 0.00000000000 10294 -34.73821259
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182 -458827.54338699900 1017733.10556000000 0.00000000000 12528 -31.77061081
183 -464889.98915199900 1022392.06036000000 0.00000000000 19324 -47.19964218
184 -461939.38163100000 1022422.80099000000 0.00000000000 16370 -30.25181198
185 -459205.98907900000 1020779.91974000000 0.00000000000 13255 -32.05388641
186 -455565.71127799900 1022456.64796000000 0.00000000000 9999 -31.74090767
187 -455794.34881000000 1026937.48947000000 0.00000000000 9075 -26.92914009
188 -459931.41810000000 1028358.70446000000 0.00000000000 13002 -36.75792694
189 -468399.66073800000 1026771.42904000000 3.24042622951 20727 -45.06292725
190 -469071.82327800000 1031306.40009000000 2.41607692308 19176 -29.22948265
191 -462907.58124000000 1031066.98132000000 0.00000000000 13852 -39.87876511
192 -460718.00261400000 1031123.72506000000 0.00000000000 11831 -38.91180420
193 -456575.73421400000 1028039.67053000000 0.00780770113 26139 -28.06613350
194 -453093.07685499900 1029740.72168000000 0.02144041571 22284 -24.32809067
195 -457039.78649600000 1033793.84864000000 0.00000000000 7267 -27.31725121
196 -457753.93673500000 1037232.70296000000 0.01478798442 6343 -28.86633301
197 -463492.22791900000 1038086.50934000000 0.00000000000 11241 -42.76551437
198 -461866.54940999900 1035318.78405000000 0.00000000000 10877 -33.72591019
199 -465556.00621899900 1035260.22158000000 0.00000000000 14286 -47.74587250
200 -469270.64234299900 1035223.35976000000 0.01388517366 17689 -17.18670273
201 -470556.47752999900 1036733.75352000000 0.00000000000 18262 -48.40357208
202 -469868.69168599900 1039351.80080000000 0.00023103578 16761 -36.48358917
203 -442508.87453199900 1037861.59806999000 0.00002315391 1184 -5.9
204 -446661.86068899900 1032747.75411000000 500.00000000000 15188 -21.50247002
205 -447548.12415699900 1018272.11747000000 410.00000000000 1411 -20.84298706
206 -447041.68789000000 1019525.54723000000 120.00000000000 1092 -19.84262085
207 -446796.91035999900 1021044.85603000000 90.00000000000 1167 -20.28455925
208 -446843.33368500000 1021669.46076000000 290.00000000000 1260 -21.04511833
209 -446733.60582699900 1022467.09788000000 590.00000000000 1155 -21.22823334
210 -446754.70733800000 1023171.88835000000 240.00000000000 1101 -21.51031303
211 -446746.26673400000 1023758.51036000000 210.00000000000 990 -21.03803635
212 -447033.24728499900 1024488.62265000000 90.00000000000 1112 -22.88175011
213 -447235.82179199900 1025058.36344999000 30.00000000000 1215 -23.38785553
214 -447704.27533899900 1026024.81266000000 210.00000000000 1303 -20.74360275
215 -447974.37468200000 1026476.38500000000 240.00000000000 1584 -19.29748535
216 -448100.98374900000 1026911.07612999000 720.00000000000 1537 -17.23915672
217 -447742.25806000000 1029084.53177000000 180.00000000000 223 -10.09282684
218 -446484.60799599900 1033237.30917000000 290.00000000000 14769 -32.42544556
219 -449286.88867499900 1014182.64461000000 440.00000000000 2738 -18.32340622
220 -449510.56469299900 1014714.40269000000 260.00000000000 2980 -18.01677513
221 -449548.54741300000 1015111.11110000000 150.00000000000 3034 -19.11473465
222 -449472.58197300000 1015617.54737000000 320.00000000000 2998 -20.53485298
223 -449409.27743999900 1016267.47390999000 210.00000000000 2979 -21.83954048
224 -449459.92106600000 1017006.02680000000 320.00000000000 3124 -24.37246132
225 -449172.94051500000 1017419.61642000000 260.00000000000 2898 -23.95062256
226 -449147.61870100000 1018006.23843000000 150.00000000000 2891 -25.01029587
227 -448936.60359000000 1018478.91228000000 30.00000000000 2813 -24.32785225
228 -448843.75694100000 1019069.75459000000 380.00000000000 2762 -23.55447197
229 -448734.02908299900 1019850.51050000000 100.00000000000 2818 -23.86070251
230 -448658.06364299900 1020458.23402000000 170.00000000000 2895 -24.57935715
231 -448527.23427399900 1021171.46510000000 50.00000000000 2908 -25.68007851
232 -448337.32067400000 1022023.96615000000 50.00000000000 2757 -25.07925415
233 -448379.52369599900 1022927.11081999000 50.00000000000 2746 -25.60287476
234 -448299.33795399900 1023653.00281000000 50.00000000000 2546 -25.87638474
235 -449063.21265700000 1024864.22955000000 230.00000000000 3048 -25.22975731
236 -449979.01824000000 1026151.42172999000 490.00000000000 3568 -23.45017052
237 -450434.81088100000 1026725.38283000000 200.00000000000 3688 -22.51896286
238 -450907.48473000000 1027164.29426000000 370.00000000000 3930 -22.06269073
239 -451228.22769999900 1027539.90116000000 380.00000000000 4048 -22.06488800
240 -451544.75036700000 1027966.15168000000 110.00000000000 4133 -21.82176399
241 -451949.89938100000 1028459.92704000000 140.00000000000 4607 -22.83377838
242 -452304.40476800000 1028953.70241000000 290.00000000000 5508 -23.41195297
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243 -452696.89287500000 1029443.25746000000 860.00000000000 22062 -24.54469109
244 -452599.82592400000 1029109.85359000000 50.00000000000 6282 -24.19537926
245 -452730.65529299900 1027168.51456000000 30.00000000000 5547 -24.06158066
246 -452498.53866999900 1026290.69170000000 340.00000000000 5748 -24.19668198
247 -452165.13479400000 1025556.35911000000 140.00000000000 5809 -24.41063881
248 -451865.49333600000 1024796.70471000000 290.00000000000 5736 -23.86672783
249 -451743.10457199900 1023885.11943000000 170.00000000000 5875 -24.25445175
250 -450848.40049899900 1023674.10432000000 290.00000000000 5018 -24.53160858
251 -450502.33571700000 1023247.85379000000 310.00000000000 4772 -26.75946426
252 -450257.55818699900 1022289.84519000000 340.00000000000 4692 -29.96326447
253 -450139.38972500000 1021555.51260000000 230.00000000000 4537 -28.87657738
254 -450080.30549399900 1020778.97699000000 290.00000000000 4354 -28.63272858
255 ■449928.37461399900 1019994.00078000000 570.00000000000 4010 -27.43040657
256 -449991.67914700000 1019158.38093000000 430.00000000000 3916 -26.74636650
257 -450190.03335200000 1018348.08291000000 50.00000000000 4046 -26.92480278
258 -450434.81088100000 1017512.46307000000 100.00000000000 4156 -26.30734062
259 -450460.13269400000 1016495.37023000000 860.00000000000 4038 -23.56841469
260 -450481.23420499900 1014925.41780000000 30.00000000000 3960 -21.04193497
261 -450312.42211599900 1014558.25151000000 340.00000000000 3775 -20.20967865
262 -450164.71153799900 1015566.90374000000 110.00000000000 3685 -20.74765587
263 -450101.40700499900 1016533.35295000000 290.00000000000 3687 -23.33938789
264 -449898.83249800000 1017622.19092000000 580.00000000000 3639 -26.74515915
265 -449628.73315500000 1018466.25137000000 340.00000000000 3504 -25.86690712
266 -449206.70293299900 1019512.88632000000 50.00000000000 3190 -24.20367813
267 -449168.72021300000 1020766.31608000000 200.00000000000 3446 -26.00851250
268 -449147.61870100000 1021943.78040000000 370.00000000000 3583 -27.33562279
269 -449257.34655900000 1023247.85379000000 230.00000000000 3552 -28.84288406
270 -449143.39839900000 1024349.35267000000 290.00000000000 3226 -26.44572067
271 -447877.30773100000 1024336.69177000000 50.00000000000 1973 -25.95582199
272 -447822.44380200000 1022897.56871000000 100.00000000000 2206 -24.69559479
273 -447894.18894000000 1021412.02232000000 430.00000000000 2287 -23.83524704
274 -447961.71377500000 1019804.08718000000 540.00000000000 2051 -22.47146797
275 -448176.94918900000 1018225.69414000000 90.00000000000 2038 -22.29635811
276 -448417.50641600000 1016702.16504000000 570.00000000000 2039 -19.57908058
277 -448750.91029199900 1015106.89080000000 20.00000000000 2243 -19.70167160
278 -448881.73966100000 1013587.58199000000 90.00000000000 2264 -19.76788139
279 -454093.81291199900 1028341.75858000000 90.00000000000 7663 -25.91391373
280 -454347.03104600000 1028810.21213000000 230.00000000000 23824 -25.75752640
281 -454996.95758900000 1029363.07172000000 570.00000000000 8972 -28.06483841
282 -455595.72915700000 1029856.75481000000 50.00000000000 8663 -29.37919998
283 -455897.24341000000 1030453.08300000000 30.00000000000 8373 -29.97413635
284 -456440.09300300000 1031773.49970000000 30.00000000000 7755 -28.07844734
285 -456783.59382399900 1032475.69687999000 460.00000000000 7717 -28.65673447
286 -457096.82807400000 1033061.56095000000 490.00000000000 7709 -30.22384262
287 -457444.86612999900 1033653.22564000000 230.00000000000 7690 -30.09954643
288 -457990.63757100000 1034511.11794000000 170.00000000000 7819 -32.37628555
289 -458320.93295500000 1035169.52614000000 290.00000000000 7762 -34.47819519
290 -458539.18981600000 1035809.74627000000 370.00000000000 7710 -35.11055756
291 -458788.82110200000 1036409.84231000000 230.00000000000 7635 -35.20087051
292 -459029.43413499900 1037089.22028000000 170.00000000000 7585 -33.79421997
293 -457769.75413800000 1038129.51781000000 400.00000000000 6013 -24.00291061
294 -457253.14380299900 1038207.36320000000 260.00000000000 5516 -22.64387321
295 -456729.45661300000 1037372.29444000000 340.00000000000 5353 -24.72193718
296 -456347.30650200000 1036636.30163000000 300.00000000000 5371 -24.50042152
297 -455697.48548099900 1034848.68856000000 130.00000000000 5581 -23.12843513
298 -455394.83596599900 1033847.61709000000 250.00000000000 5825 -24.29063416
299 -455176.81813199900 1032516.30132000000 220.00000000000 6266 -24.10517502
300 -454777.50187300000 1031629.37402000000 190.00000000000 6511 -25.32928467
301 -453279.29458200000 1032346.82540000000 140.00000000000 4840 -20.61177254
302 -453583.15634300000 1033081.15798000000 50.00000000000 4601 -20.02697754
303 -454085.37230799900 1033920.99813000000 160.00000000000 4625 -20.28949547
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304 -454608.68978399900 1034617 34800000000 170.00000000000 4714 -20.85844803
305 -455105.28186300000 1035162.25090999000 60.00000000000 4916 -21.20189285
306 -455549.07081499900 1036217.15908000000 190.00000000000 4821 -20.57902908
307 -455908.54155999900 1037025.52860000000 50.00000000000 4814 -21.77069855
308 -456191.61571599900 1037612.90747000000 30.00000000000 4756 -21.63616943
309 -451616.49550500000 1023885.11943000000 130.00000000000 5752 -24.24328041
310 -451814.84970899900 1022319.38729999000 50.00000000000 6268 -26.13785172
311 -451878.15424300000 1020783.19729000000 240.00000000000 6090 -28.29923248
312 -452059.62723899900 1019301.87121000000 140.00000000000 5987 -31.76155090
313 -452152.47388800000 1017782.56241000000 140.00000000000 5884 -29.81818199
314 -452257.98144300000 1016246.37240000000 260.00000000000 5816 -25.90905571
315 -452338.16718599900 1014701.74178000000 170.00000000000 5808 -23.97133446
316 -454373.40581099900 1042217.61507000000 360.00000000000 1238 -12.51697636
317 -456349.21985900000 1043284.75816000000 20.00000000000 2624 -17.17196655
318 -456134.57925200000 1043935.83467000000 140.00000000000 2207 -16.08083153
319 -456384.99329399900 1044737.15960000000 120.00000000000 2245 14.65511799
320 -456363.52923300000 1045488.40173000000 140.00000000000 2054 -14.49315357
321 -456456.54016300000 1046368.42822000000 40.00000000000 1899 -14.63785934
322 -456635.40733500000 1047599.03437000000 770.00000000000 1729 -13.64713001
323 -456835.73856899900 1048443.28741999000 600.00000000000 1707 -13.56606102
324 -456947.00008799900 1049356.94138000000 380.00000000000 1712 -13.33771515
325 -457042.08903300000 1050218.02461000000 100.00000000000 1792 -12.38514709
326 -457097.22741499900 1051066.72646000000 100.00000000000 1884 -14.19933319
327 -457247.86745399900 1051983.76743000000 40.00000000000 2124 -15.58257008
328 -457335.97346700000 1052830.94063000000 180.00000000000 1973 -18.13012505
329 -457518.96287900000 1053840.77108000000 720.00000000000 1988 -17.82132721
330 -457644.34451199900 1054644.73845000000 40.00000000000 2120 -15.94225216
331 -457746.00529700000 1055568.15724000000 1080.00000000000 1919 -14.40185165
332 -459262.44532599900 1055754.53533999000 800.00000000000 4039 -19.20647812
333 -459169.25627399900 1054754.87097000000 700.00000000000 3968 -17.56785774
334 -458969.32339899900 1053718.77814000000 240.00000000000 3995 -18.31416512
335 -458393.14446699900 1051916.91408000000 100.00000000000 3237 -18.11250114
336 -458247.86968900000 1050897.51435999000 300.00000000000 3055 -16.95349503
337 -458109.19831000000 1049710.88356000000 100.00000000000 2841 -16.55505943
338 -458009.10722200000 1048665.08272000000 140.00000000000 2830 -17.08325195
339 -457916.09629199900 1047656.27186000000 200.00000000000 2947 -18.59669876
340 -457866.01348400000 1046711.85319000000 40.00000000000 3178 -18.91383553
341 -457801.62130100000 1045559.94860000000 240.00000000000 3408 -19.37411118
342 -457773.00255400000 1044865.94397000000 540.00000000000 3590 -20.75608444
343 -457622.75412900000 1043864.28780000000 480.00000000000 3630 -18.50277901
344 -457451.04164299900 1042912.71444000000 140.00000000000 3786 -16.64073944
345 -457400.95883500000 1041946.83171000000 290.00000000000 4107 -18.54664040
346 -458130.73689900000 1041181.28021000000 170.00000000000 5109 -22.02361679
347 -458252.36657700000 1042054.15201000000 290.00000000000 4839 -20.37072754
348 -458602.94623499900 1043227.52067000000 310.00000000000 4779 -19.44001961
349 -458860.51496399900 1044350.80651000000 340.00000000000 5021 -22.39304352
350 -459118.08369200000 1045280.91581000000 230.00000000000 4752 -22.91242599
351 -459254.02274400000 1045667.26890000000 290.00000000000 4783 -22.95678329
352 -459690.45864500000 1047348.62032000000 570.00000000000 4769 -22.72985268
353 -460041.03830299900 1048614.99991000000 430.00000000000 4864 -22.95976639
354 -460407.18115900000 1049795.57216000000 50.00000000000 5135 -24.04955864
355 -460795.13085000000 1051074.98071000000 100.00000000000 5615 -25.50856018
356 -461192.30587799900 1052376.85578999000 860.00000000000 6266 -27.14924431
357 -460872.07440799900 1054399.05822000000 290.00000000000 6414 -22.81238937
358 -461024.56558400000 1055102.21197999000 30.00000000000 6402 -22.33628464
359 -461524.39777300000 1055635.93109999000 340.00000000000 6970 -21.42768669
360 -462447.81656200000 1057406.52309000000 110.00000000000 7913 -24.31810951
361 -462490.17522199900 1057457.35348000000 290.00000000000 7960 -24.31810951
362 -460499.31819899900 1058872.13272000000 580.00000000000 4903 -13.75260448
363 -460575.56378800000 1059211.00200000000 340.00000000000 5024 -15.28602505
364 -460151.97718699900 1059888.74056999000 50.00000000000 4438 -16.99169922
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365 -459237.03013000000 1060973.12226000000 200.00000000000 3588 -20.64339638
366 -458542.34810499900 1061777.93680000000 370.00000000000 3592 -20.18960953
367 -457669.75970800000 1062743.71425000000 230.00000000000 3510 -19.04504776
368 -457093.68193199900 1063794.20902000000 290.00000000000 3488 -17.74131203
369 -456661.62359899900 1064997,19497000000 50.00000000000 3727 -17.78721046
370 -456026.24369899900 1065903.67029000000 100.00000000000 3522 -18.5
371 -455814.45039800000 1066606.82404999000 430.00000000000 6739 *18.5
372 -455229.90088999900 1067496.35590999000 540.00000000000 6242 -18.5
373 -455958.46984300000 1067936.88596999000 90.00000000000 7177 -18.5
374 -457347.83389200000 1066547.52192000000 570.00000000000 4963 -18.5
375 -458610.12196100000 1064802.34513000000 20.00000000000 5318 -20.33134460
376 -459093.01068599900 1063523.11360000000 90.00000000000 5168 -22.21487045
377 -459109.95415000000 1062870.79022999000 90.00000000000 4743 -22.03026199
378 -459838.52310300000 1061693.21948000000 230.00000000000 4515 -21.55394745
379 -460990.67865600000 1060066.64693999000 570.00000000000 5466 -19.48752213
380 -462083.53208500000 1058990.73697000000 30.00000000000 7093 -22.28515434
381 -461947.98437299900 1059651.53207000000 50.00000000000 6632 -22.02136040
382 -461702.30414500000 1060549.53566000000 30.00000000000 6373 -23.92067719
383 -461515.92604100000 1061278.10461000000 460.00000000000 6099 -26.27647018
384 -461117.75463600000 1062430.26016999000 490.00000000000 5968 -26.16467667
385 *459762.27751500000 1064048.36098000000 230.00000000000 6007 -23.84816360
386 -460084.20333100000 1065073.44054999000 170.00000000000 6774 -22.80974197
387 -459991.01427900000 1066183.23744999000 290.00000000000 7222 -13.5
388 -459635.20153500000 1067369.27993000000 370.00000000000 7494 -13.5
389 -459067.59548999900 1068250.34006000000 230.00000000000 7369 -13.5
390 -443822.89546299900 1037500.34609000000 640.00000000000 2363 -5.93949604
391 -443347.76496800000 1037896.28817000000 480.00000000000 1715 -7.0
392 -442410.70204700000 1037935.88238000000 400.00000000000 1039 -7.0
393 -441315.26229400000 1037711.51520000000 640.00000000000 2152 -7.0
394 -440299.01095800000 1038173.44763000000 510.00000000000 1079 -7.0
395 -439243.16541299900 1038424.21095000000 450.00000000000 853 -7.0
396 -438794.43105700000 1036682.06580000000 50.00000000000 6391 -7.0
397 -438794.43105700000 1035349.06080000000 50.00000000000 7208 -7.0
398 -438728.44071000000 1034174.43263000000 770.00000000000 8988 -7.0
399 -438612.29770000000 1032960.21025000000 570.00000000000 6641 -7.0
400 -438463.67976799900 1031701.01670000000 670.00000000000 6386 -7.0
401 -439032.51484900000 1031209.75004000000 590.00000000000 7053 -7.0
402 -441399.14381099900 1030439.24879000000 50.00000000000 9609 -7.0
403 -442631.47206200000 1030004.55766000000 540.00000000000 10981 -7.0
404 -443863.80031199900 1029455.91837000000 310.00000000000 12364 -9.29187202
405 -444349.13506800000 1031553.40858000000 50.00000000000 14915 -11.71122169
406 -444565.21454199900 1033722.64391999000 50.00000000000 12878 -38.25681686
407 -444831.09358300000 1035651.32204000000 460.00000000000 7140 -7.89080715
408 -444878.74100699900 1037447.55382000000 190.00000000000 3268 -6.40218973
409 -444812.75066100000 1039242.49124000000 50.00000000000 1551 -6.01694918
410 -445286.04216299900 1032397.46902000000 30.00000000000 14277 -24.82613945
411 -444686.75924699900 1031604.05220000000 440.00000000000 14356 -13.84300709
412 -444167.66207299900 1030557.41725000000 210.00000000000 12995 -10.33321190
413 -443475.53250700000 1029523.44321000000 670.00000000000 11908 -7.75522470
414 -443332.04223100000 1030540.53604000000 670.00000000000 11884 -13.0
415 -441407.64877999900 1038147.05149000000 360.00000000000 855 -13.0
416 -440526.38530999900 1035566.91600000000 360.00000000000 8444 -13.0
417 -435695.52438399900 1038965.33179000000 780.00000000000 2429 -13.0
418 -433502.00526499900 1037790.70362000000 730.00000000000 1436 -13.0
419 -447349.76995200000 1013140.22996000000 30.00000000000 842 -19.48974609
420 -447159.85635199900 1012355.25374000000 310.00000000000 738 -20.70394325
421 -446995.26456500000 1011519.63390000000 460.00000000000 702 -19.92513657
422 -446725.16522299900 1010641.81103999000 210.00000000000 658 -19.78483200
423 -446518.37041300000 1009738.66636000000 30.00000000000 631 -19.70938683
424 -446298.91469800000 1008839.74199000000 200.00000000000 535 -18.07650566
425 -446184.96653699900 1007881.73338000000 260.00000000000 529 -16.92608070
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426 -446282.03348899900 1006978.58870000000 50.00000000000 646 -17.33440399
427 -446581.67494699900 1005906.63194000000 150.00000000000 915 -18.07705498
428 -446564.79373799900 1004914.86092000000 30.00000000000 797 -19.08571434
429 -448058.78072699900 1004286.03588000000 100.00000000000 1958 -25.16160202
430 -447797.12198800000 1005159.63844000000 30.00000000000 2059 -23.61496162
431 -447396.19327699900 1006007.91919000000 70.00000000000 1738 -21.26769638
432 -447168.29695699900 1006898.40296000000 30.00000000000 1513 -20.33876228
433 -447029.02698299900 1007780.44613000000 110.00000000000 1368 -19.98681450
434 -447096.55181899900 1008789.09835999000 210.00000000000 1332 -20.43078613
435 -447320.22783699900 1010050.96873000000 200.00000000000 1352 -21.00000000
436 -447518.58204100000 1010983.65552000000 400.00000000000 1582 -21.00000000
437 -447721.15654800000 1011869.91899000000 430.00000000000 1361 -21.00225830
438 -447995.47619299900 1012908.11334000000 130.00000000000 1506 -20.46526527
439 -448953.48479900000 1012941.87575000000 30.00000000000 2463 -21.50126457
440 -448864.85845200000 1011848.81748000000 240.00000000000 2507 -22.17133522
441 -448708.70727000000 1010933.01189000000 670.00000000000 2764 -22.57892227
442 -448552.55608700000 1009991.88450000000 130.00000000000 2583 -22.04574203
443 -448518.79366899900 1008692.03141000000 350.00000000000 2759 -23.28960228
444 -448501.91246100000 1007577.87162000000 30.00000000000 2855 -24.41337395
445 -448721.36817600000 1006662.06603999000 30.00000000000 3076 -24.35396767
446 -449105.41567900000 1005522.58444000000 560.00000000000 3410 -24.50920677
447 -449409.27743999900 1004678.52399000000 590.00000000000 3591 -25.32123947
448 -449822.86705800000 1003876.66657000000 320.00000000000 3434 -28.11660194
449 -450249.11758299900 1003260.50244000000 30.00000000000 3492 -30.54957199
450 -450885.18084500000 1002380.03732000000 340.00000000000 3710 -30.65914917
451 -451300.36401100000 1001564.32450999000 30.00000000000 8332 -28.95620728
452 -451740.27111899900 1001044.94442000000 530.00000000000 3898 -28.29994011
453 -452024.29948699900 1000240.19738000000 30.00000000000 3458 -25.39239311
454 -452174.20334900000 999806.26514599900 30.00000000000 4597 -24.02027130
455 -453371.39533199900 1000084.31864000000 370.00000000000 4551 -29.63838005
456 -453092.97838599900 1000733.95818000000 130.00000000000 4620 -30.60451317
457 -452848.75299399900 1001696.20622000000 190.00000000000 5224 -32.43759537
458 -452643.60366500000 1002624.26271000000 40.00000000000 5460 -31.67454529
459 -452473.21685700000 1003661.43115000000 30.00000000000 5664 -28.72017860
460 -452257.98144300000 1004779.81124000000 30.00000000000 6441 -25.31740952
461 -452059.62723899900 1005893.97103000000 430.00000000000 6384 -23.68684387
462 -451835.95122100000 1007020.79173000000 240.00000000000 6182 -23.94273376
463 -451561.63157600000 1008236.23877000000 50.00000000000 5869 -22.87312508
464 -451278.87132600000 1009447.46551000000 60.00000000000 5408 -22.97920227
465 -451000.33137899900 1010933.01189000000 30.00000000000 4777 -24.13665771
466 -450603.62297000000 1012283.50861000000 130.00000000000 4180 -24.10804176
467 -450384.16725400000 1013401.88870000000 140.00000000000 3837 -22.82162666
468 -455558.25778599900 1024611.01141000000 400.00000000000 9236 -30.54782295
469 -454659.33341100000 1024847.34834000000 350.00000000000 8331 -30.52319908
470 -453726.64661900000 1025193.41312000000 910.00000000000 7346 -27.47902870
471 -452393.03111500000 1025590.12153000000 510.00000000000 5996 -24.64086914
472 -451975.22119399900 1026404.63986000000 320.00000000000 5224 -23.86261749
473 -451447.68341599900 1026927.95734000000 80.00000000000 4521 -23.07542419
474 -451038.31409900000 1027375.30937000000 420.00000000000 3955 -21.72402954
475 -450076.08519200000 1027801.55990000000 30.00000000000 2901 -18.83892632
476 -449405.05713700000 1028168.72619000000 590.00000000000 2136 -15.92012882
477 -448877.51935900000 1028261.57284000000 270.00000000000 1619 -14.93150425
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Appendix B ISATIS screens
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• Display

(Display results)
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Appendix C Turning Bands results

Over 90% Probability

CLUSTER 01

Total Blochs 4160

Cut-off (m<jm3) 700 $00 500 400 300 200

llumbei of blocks 0 1 7 19 63 182

T onnage 0.0 0.2 1.2 2.8 7.8 18.4

Efficiency factor 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.12 0.80

CLUSTER 02

Total Blocks 504

Cut-off (mg m3) 700 000 500 400 300 200

llumbei of blocks 1 4 5 20 48 91

Tonnage 0.2 0.9 1.1 3.7 8.3 14.3
Efficiency factoi 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.15 0.79 2.59

CLUSTER 03

Total Blocks 952

Cut-off (mg m3) 700 000 500 400 300 200

llumbei of blocks 1 8 14 32 75 207

T onnage 0.2 1.7 2.8 5.6 11.3 25.5
Efficiency factoi 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.19 0.89 5.54



Appendix D Sequential Gaussian simulation results

Over 90% Probability

CLUSTER 01
Total Blocks 4160

Cut-off (mg m3) 700 COO 500 400 500 200

llumbei of blocks 0 0 0 0 2 24

Tonnage 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.7

Efficiency factoi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

CLUSTER 02
Total Blocks 504

Cut-off (mg m3) 700 coo 500 400 500 200

llumbei of blocks 0 0 0 6 32 245

Tonnage 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 3.6 22.9
Efficiency factoi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.230 11.11

CLUSTER 03

Total Blocks 952

Cut-off (mg m3) 700 COO 500 AO 0 300 200

llumbei of blocks 0 0 0 2 18 196

Tonnage 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.9 15.6
Efficiency factoi 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.036 3.21



Appendix E Curves for SVM tuning (Cluster 01)
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Appendix F R-language screens

• Open a script and edit the code

• Run the code
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Appendix G R-code for support vector machines

Number of folds

# l_8foldsCOl
 # -------------
library('class') 
library(1 cluster') 
library('el071*) 
library('graphics') 
library('scatterplot3d1) 
library('SparseM') 
library(1 stats') 
library('svmpath') 
library(1 grid1) 
graphics.off()
par(pty=’s')

samples <-read.table('8C01gatrain.txt', header = FALSE)

A <- samples
names (A) [1] <- "Easting"
names (A) [2] <- "Northing"
names (A) [3] <- "Pt"
#names (A) [4] <- "dCoast"
#names (A) [5] <- "Bathy"
## try regression mode on two dimensions

# create data
xtrain <- A[,c(l,2)] #,4,5)] 
ytrain <- A[,3]

xtrainl=xtrain 
ytrainl=ytrain
xtrainl[,1]=(xtrain[,1]-min(xtrain[,1]))/(max(xtrain[,1])-min(xtrain[,1])) 
xtrainl[,2]=(xtrain[,2]-min(xtrain[,2]))/(max(xtrain[,2])-min(xtrain[,2])) 
#xtrainl[,3]=(xtrain[,3]-min(xtrain[,3]))/(max(xtrain[,3])-min(xtrain[,3])) 
#xtrainl[,4]=(xtrain[,4]-min(xtrain[,4]))/(max(xtrain[,4])-min(xtrain[,4]))

ytrainl=(ytrain-min(ytrain))/(max(ytrain)-min(ytrain))

# Select number of folds 
a=l: 7
b=l : 7
for (cro in 1:7) {
model <-svm(xtrainl, ytrainl, type='eps-regression1,fitted=TRUE, cross=cro*2 
a[cro]=model$tot.MSE 
b[cro]=cro*2 
}
plot(b,a,xlab=1 Number of folds', ylab='MSE')
title(main = "Goodnews Bay \n Cluster 01", font.main = 3)
remove(samples,A,xtrain,ytrain,xtrainl,ytrainl,a,b,cro,model)
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Tuning the Model

# 2_8tune01
 # ----------
library('class') 
library('cluster') 
library('el071') 
library('graphics') 
library('scatterplot3d') 
library(1SparseM1) 
library(1 stats') 
library('svmpath') 
library(1 grid') 
graphics.off()
par(pty=’s')
samples <-read.table('8C01gatrain.txt', header = FALSE)

A <- samples
names (A) [1] <- "Easting"
names (A) [2] <- "Northing"
names (A) [3] <- "Pt"
#names (A) [4] <- "dCoast"
#names (A) [5] <- "Bathy"

## try regression mode on two dimensions

# create data
xtrain <- A[(c(l,2)J #,4,5)] 
ytrain <- A [, 3 ] 
xtrainl=xtrain 
ytrainl=ytrain
xtrainl[,1]=(xtrain[,1]-min(xtrain[,1]))/(max(xtrain[, 1 ] )-min(xtrain[,1])) 
xtrainl[, 2 ] =(xtrain[,2 ]-min(xtrain[,2]))/(max(xtrain[,2])-min(xtrain[,2])) 
#xtrainl[,3]=(xtrain[,3]-min(xtrain[,3]))/(max(xtrain[, 3 ] )-min(xtrain[,3])) 
#xtrainl[,4]=(xtrain[, 4 ]-min(xtrain[,4]))/(max(xtrain[,4])-min(xtrain[,4]))

ytrainl=(ytrain-min(ytrain))/(max(ytrain)-min(ytrain))

#####
# Tune C and Gamma
obj<-tune(svm,xtrainl,ytrainl, type='eps-
regression ' , kernel= ' radial' , ranges=list (gamma=2^ (-2:2) , cost = 2/' ( - 
4:4)),scale=l,tunecontrol=tune.control(samplings'cross',cross=12)) 
summary (ob j )
# to get best gamma 
obj $best.parameters[1]
# to get best cost 
obj $best.parameters[2]

plot(obj)
title('Cluster 01', font.main = 3)
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Finding epsilon

# 3_8GNepsC01
 #-------------
library('class') 
library('cluster') 
library('el071') 
library('graphics') 
library('scatterplot3d') 
library('SparseM') 
library('stats') 
library('svmpath') 
library('grid') 
graphics.off()
par(pty='s')
error=mat.or.vec(1,3) 
errortr=mat.or.vec(1,3) 
errorte=mat.or.vec(1,3)
samptr <-read.table('8C01gatrain.txt', header = FALSE)

A <- samptr
names (A) [1] <- "Easting"
names (A) [2] <- "Northing"
names (A) [3] <- "Pt"
#names (A) [4] <- "dCoast"
#names (A) [5] <- "Bathy"
sampte <-read.table('8C01gatest.txt', header = FALSE)
B <- sampte

## try regression mode on two dimensions 

# create data
xtrain <- A[,c(l,2)] #,4,5)] 
ytrain <- A[,3]
xtrainl=xtrain 
ytrainl=ytrain
xtrainl[, 1 ] = (xtrain[,1]-min(xtrain[,1]))/(max(xtrain[,1])-min(xtrain[, 1 ] ) ) 
xtrainl[,2]=(xtrain[ ,2 ]-min(xtrain[, 2 ] ) ) / (max(xtrain[,2])-min(xtrain[,2])) 
#xtrainl[,3]=(xtrain[,3]-min(xtrain[, 3 ] ) ) /(max(xtrain[,3])-min(xtrain[, 3 ] ) ) 
#xtrainl[,4]=(xtrain[, 4 ]-min(xtrain[,4]))/(max(xtrain[,4])-min(xtrain[,4]))
ytrainl=(ytrain-min(ytrain))/(max(ytrain)-min(ytrain))
xtest <- B [, c (1, 2)] #,4,5)] 
ytest <- B [,3]
xtestl=xtest
ytestl=ytest
xtest1[,1]=(xtest[, 1 ]-min(xtest[,1]))/(max(xtest[,1])-min(xtest[,1])) 
xtestl[, 2] = (xtest[,2]-min(xtest[,2]))/(max(xtest[,2])-min(xtest[,2])) 
#xtestl[,3]=(xtest[,3]-min(xtest[,3]))/(max(xtest[,3])-min(xtest[,3])) 
#xtestl[,4]=(xtest[,4]-min(xtest[,4]))/(max(xtest[,4])-min(xtest[,4]))
ytestl=(ytest-min(ytest))/(max(ytest)-min(ytest))

a=l:75 
b=l:75
for(eps in 1:75){
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m <- svm(xtrainl,ytrainl, type='eps', kernel='radial1, cross=12, cost=8, gamma=120, 
epsilon=eps/100) 
m
new <- predict(m,xtrainl) 
a[k]=sum((new-ytrainl)~2)/length(ytest1) 
b[k]=eps/100 
k=k+l
}
plot(b,a,xlab=1 epsilon', ylab='MSE', type=1s', col='blue') 
title(main = "Goodnews Bay \n Cluster 01", font.main = 3)

c <- cbind(a,b)

min(a)
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Performance parameters (MSE, MAE, R2)

# 4_8GNrmssqr2C01
# -----------------------
library(1 class') 
library('cluster') 
library('el071') 
library!'graphics') 
library('scatterplot3d') 
library('SparseM') 
library('stats') 
library!'svmpath') 
library!'grid') 
graphics.off()
par(pty='s')
error=mat.or.vec(1,3) 
errortr=mat.or.vec(1,3) 
errorte=mat.or.vec(1,3)
samples <-read.table('8C01.txt', header = FALSE)

A <- samples
names (A) [1] <- "Easting"
names (A) [2] <- "Northing"
names (A) [3] <- "Pt"
#names (A) [4] <- "dCoast"
#names (A) [5] <- "Bathy"
## try regression mode on two dimensions

# create data
xt <- A [, c (1, 2)] #,4,5)] 
yt <- A[,3]

xtl=xt
ytl=yt
xtl [, 1 ] = (xt [, 1 ] -min (xt [, 1 ] ) ) / (max (xt [, 1 ] ) -min (xt [, 1 ] ) ) 
xtl [, 2 ] = (xt [, 2 ] -min (xt [ ,2]) ) / (max (xt [, 2 ] ) -min (xt [, 2 ] ) )
#xtl [, 3 ] = (xt [, 3 ] -min (xt [, 3 ] ) ) / (max (xt [, 3 ] ) -min (xt [, 3 ] ) )
#xtl [, 4 ] = (xt [, 4 ] -min (xt [, 4 ] ) ) / (max (xt [, 4 ] ) -min (xt [ , 4 ] ) )

ytl= (yt-min (yt) ) / (max (yt) -min (yt) )

# estimate model and predict input values
m <- svm(xtl,ytl, type='eps-regression', kernel='radial', cross=12, cost=8, gamma=120, 
epsilon=0.05)

new <- predict(m,xtl)
meanerr=sum((ytl-new)/length(ytl))
error[1]=sqrt((sum((ytl-new)A2)/length(ytl)))
error[2]=sum(abs(ytl-new))/length(ytl)
error[3] = (sum((ytl-mean(ytl))*(new-mean(new)))/(sqrt(sum((ytl-mean(ytl))~2)*sum( (new- 
mean (new))A2))))A2
C <- cbind(ytl,new)
plot(ytl,new)
title(main = "Goodnews Bay \n Cluster 01", font.main = 3)
fit <- lm(ytl - new) 
abline(fit) 
summary(fit)
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meanerr
rmsesum=error[1] 
abssum=error[2] 
r2sum=error[3]

samptr <-read.table(18C01gatrain.t x t ' , header = FALSE)

P <- samptr

## try regression mode on two dimensions

# create data
xtr <- P [# c (1,2)] #,4,5)] 
ytr <- P [,3]

xtrl=xtr
ytrl=ytr
xtrl [, 1 ] = (xtr [, 1 ] -min (xtr [, 1 ] ) ) / (max (xtr [, 1 ] ) -min (xtr [, 1 ] ) ) 
xtrl [, 2 ] = (xtr [ , 2 ] -min (xtr [ , 2 ] )  ) / (max (xtr [, 2 ] ) -min (xtr [, 2 ] ) )
#xtrl[,3]=(xtr[, 3 ]-min(xtr[,3]))/(max(xtr[,3])-min(xtr[,3]))
# xtrl[,4]=(xtr[,4]-min(xtr[,4]))/(max(xtr[,4])-min(xtr[,4]))

ytrl=(ytr-min(ytr))/(max(ytr)-min(ytr))

# estimate model and predict input values
mtr <- svm(xtrl,y t r l , type=1eps-regression1, kernel='r adial1, cross=12, cost=8,
gamma=120, epsilon=0.05)
mtr

par(ask=T)

newtr <- predict(mtr,x t r l )
errortr[1]= s q r t ((sum((ytrl-newtr)^2)/length(ytrl))) 
errortr[2]=sum(abs(ytrl-newtr))/length(ytrl)
errortr[3]=(sum((ytrl-mean(ytrl))*(newtr-mean(newtr)))/(s q r t (sum((ytrl- 
mean(ytrl))A2 )*sum((newtr-mean(newtr))*2))))*2

D <-cbind(ytrl,newtr)

plot(ytrl,ne w t r , col=3)
title(main = "Goodnews Bay \n Cluster 01 training", font.main = 3)

fittr <- lm(ytrl - newtr) 
abline(fittr) 
summary(fittr)

rmsesumtr=errortr[1] 
abssumtr=errortr[2] 
r2sumtr=errortr[3]

par(ask=T)

sampte <-read.table('8C01gatest.t x t ', header = FALSE)

Q <- sampte

## try regression mode on two dimensions

# create data
xte <- Q [,c (1,2)] #,4,5)] 
yte <- Q [,3]

xtel=xte
ytel=yte
xtel [, 1 ] = (xte [, 1 ] -min (xte [, 1 ] ) ) / (max (xte [, 1 ] ) -min (xte [, 1 ] ) ) 
xtel [, 2 ] = (xte [ , 2 ] -min (xte [ , 2 ] )  ) / (max (xte [, 2 ] ) -min (xte [, 2 ] ) )
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#xtel[,3]=(xte[, 3 ]-min(xte[, 3]))/(max(xte[,3])-min(xte[,3]))
#xtel[,4]=(xte[,4]-min(xte[,4]))/(max(xte[,4])-min(xte[,4]))

ytel= (yte-min (yte) ) / (max (yte) -min (yte) )
# estimate model and predict input values
mte <- svm(xtel,ytel, type='eps-regression', kernel='radial', cross=12, cost=8,
gamma=120, epsilon=0.05)
mte
par(ask=T)
newte <- predict(mte,xtel)
errorte[1]=sqrt((sum((ytel-newte)~2)/length(ytel))) 
errorte[2]=sum(abs(ytel-newte))/length(ytel)
errorte[3]=(sum((ytel-mean(ytel))*(newte-mean(newte)))/(sqrt(sum((ytel- 
mean(ytel))~2)*sum((newte-mean(newte))*2))))*2

plot(ytel,newte,col=2)
title(main = "Goodnews Bay \n Cluster 01 testing", font.main = 3)

fitte <- lm(ytel - newte) 
abline(fitte) 
summary(fitte)

rmsesumte=errorte[1 ] 
abssumte=errorte[2] 
r2sumte=errorte[3 ]

E <-cbind(ytel,newte)
meanerr
rmsesum
abssum
r2sum

sumtr <- cbind(rmsesumtr,abssumtr,r2sumtr) 
sumtr

sumte <-cbind(rmsesumte,abssumte,r2sumte) 
sumte

skillv=abs(meanerr)+abssum+rmsesum+100*(l-r2sum) 
skillv



SVM grade prediction, 500m x 500m grid (Cluster 01)

# 5_8GNpredictC01
# ------------------
library('class') 
library('cluster') 
library('el071') 
library(1 graphics') 
library('scatterplot3d') 
library('SparseM') 
library(1 stats') 
library('svmpath1) 
library('grid') 
graphics.off()
par(pty='s')
samples <-read.table('8C01.txt' , header = FALSE) 

A <- samples
names (A) [1] <- "Easting"
names (A) [2] <- "Northing"
names (A) [3] <- "Pt"
#names (A) [4] <- "dCoast"
#names (A) [5] <- "Bathy"

maxPt <- max(A[,3])
## try regression mode on two dimensions

# create data 
xt <- A [,c(1/2)] 
yt <- A[,3]

xtl=xt
ytl=yt
xtl [, 1 ] = (xt [, 1 ] -min (xt [, 1 ] ) ) / (max (xt[,1] ) -min (xt [, 1 ] ) ) 
xtl [, 2 ] = (xt [, 2 ] -min (xt[,2]))/ (max (xt [, 2 ] ) -min (xt [, 2 ] ) )

ytl=(yt-min(yt))/(max(yt)-min(yt))

DifE=max(xtl[, 1 ] )-min(xtl[,1]) 
DifN=max(xtl[,2])-min(xtl[,2]) 
MaxDif=max(DifE,DifN)
Elowlim=min(xtl[,1]) # lower limit for grid E
Euplim=Elowlim+MaxDif # upper limit for grid E
Einterv=l/(round((Euplim-Elowlim)*100)) # grid interval E

Nlowlim=min(xtl[,2]) # lower limit for grid N
Nuplim=min(xtl[,2])+MaxDif # upper limit for grid N
Ninterv=Einterv # grid interval N

gElowlim=round(Elowlim) 
gEuplim=round(Euplim)+1 
gEinterv=0.05

# lower limit for graph grid E
# upper limit for graph grid E
# graph grid interval E

gNlowlim=round(Nlowlim) 
gNuplim=round(Nuplim)+1 
gNinterv=gEinterv

# lower limit for graph grid N
# upper limit for graph grid N
# graph grid interval N

tcreate grid
E_T <- seq(Elowlim,Euplim, by=Einterv) 
N_T <- seq(Nlowlim,Nuplim, by=Ninterv) 
gl <- E_T
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g2 <- N_T
g <- matrix(nrow=length(gl)*length(g2), ncol=2) 
g[/1]<-sort(c(rep(gl,length(gl)))) 
g[,2]<-rep(g2,length(gl)) 
h <- cbind(g)
# estimate model and predict input values
m <- svm(xtl,ytl, type='eps', kernels'radial', cross=12, cost=8, gamma=120, epsilon=0.05)

new <- predict(m,h)

# visualize
s3d <- scatterplot3d(g[,1],g[,2],new,xlab="Easting_T", ylab="Northing_T", zlab="Predicted 
Pt (mg/m3) scaled", main="Goodnews Bay \n Cluster 01", font.main-3, highlight.3d=TRUE, 
pch=".", col.axis="blue", col.grid="lightblue") 
s3d$points3d(xtl[,1],xtl[,2],ytl, col="blue", type="p", pch=20)

par(ask=T)

ge <- mat.or.vec(length(new),3)
ge[,l] <- round(g[,1]*(max(xt[,1])-min(xt[,1])))+min(xt[,1]) 
ge[,2] <- round(g[,2]*(max(xt[,2])-min(xt[,2])))+min(xt[,2]) 
ge[,3] <- (new*(max(yt)-min(yt)))+min(yt)
P <- ge
write.csv (P, file="80301_Pred")
Q <- t(matrix(new, ncol=length(gl))*maxPt)

# A pretty display of the grade model 
xg <- gl
yg <- g2
image(xg, yg, Q, col = topo.colors(29), axes = FALSE, xlab="Easting_T", ylab=" ") 
contour(xg, yg, Q, levels = seq(0, 1000, by = 50), add = TRUE, col = "peru") 
axis(l, at = seq(gElowlim,gEuplim, by = gEinterv)) 
axis(2, at = seq(gNlowlim,gNuplim, by = gNinterv)) 
box ()
title(main = "Goodnews Bay \n Cluster 01", font.main = 3)
grid(col="lightgray",lty="dotted")
mtext("Predicted Pt grades (mg/m3)", font=7)
mtext ("Northing__T", side=4)


